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Introduction
Decimals and percents! You see them

everywhere. You see them in places such as
restaurants and stores, hospitals and banks,
schools and workplaces. Y ou see them on
things such as bills, credit applications, and
advertisement& Decimals and percents are
an important part of your everyday life.

But exactly what are decimals?
And exactly what are percents?
How do we we them to solve everyday

problems?
You'll learn answers to those questions

in this book. You'll learn to understand
decimals and percents. You'll learn how to
read and write them correctly. And you'll
learn how to solve problems that use
decimals or percents.

Many uf us have a hard time solving
problems that use decimals or percents. For
example:
EL 28 is what percent of 112?
b. What is 15% of $48.17?
c. $15.10 is 25% of what amount?

WIticli of Those problems are hard for
you? Write them on a piece of paper, and
put the paper away in a place where you
can find it later. Then, when you finiA this
book, bring out that paper. See how easily
you can solve those problems by using what
you've learned!



Unit 1

DeCinialS Ake Pali Of Our Lives

Imagine this:
You and some friends are driving to a

Pla Ce called River City. You need gas for
your car. You see this sign at a gas station:

GAS
$1 219 Pei gallon

You stop at that _gas station and fill
your gas tank. You look at the gas pump to
see how much you must pay. The pump
shows you used 9.8 gallons. It also shows
the cost of the gas: $10.68.

Nom that your car is full of gas, you get
on the freeway. You read a sign that tells
you how far it is to River Citr

River City
32.5 Miles

$1.09 per gallon; 9.8 gallons; $10.68
total; 32.5 miles. Those are all a kind of
number we use every day in real life. Those
numbers are decimals

We use decimals when we want to
describe amounts of things. For eicample,
we use decimals to talk about the money
we spend, the gas we buy, and the miles we
travol. What else might we use decimals to
talk about?

Decithals are a special kind of number.
In this unit, you'll learn why they are
s_pecial. You'll learn how to read and write
decimals. And you'll learn how to use
decimals to show different kinds of
amounts.

Math Words
Look up these words

at the back of the book.
they mean.
digit numeral

in the glossary
Find ont what

place value



Showing Parts of Whole Amounts
Fractions are parts of whole amounts.
You can show fractions by using a

fruction bar (A fraction bar is the line
bOtween the denominator and the
numerator.) Those kinds of fractions are
called common &actions. t2c-, is an example
of a common fraction.

You can also show fractions by using a
decimal point. Fractions that use a
decimal point are called decimal fractions
or just decimals. .25 is an example of a
decimal fraction;

You've used commcn fractions to show:
a part of a whole amount (1),
a whole amount (-1), and
a whole amount plus a fraction (1-0.

Decimals can also show those same kinds of
amounts.

A Part of Whole Amount
These decimals show part of an amount,

or a fraction. Say them out loud like this:
point fiuv. Are the numbers written at the
left or right of the decimal point?

.5 .33 .700
The numbers an written at the right of

the decimal point Numbers written that
way show a part of a whole amount, or a
fraction.

A Whole Amount
These decimals show whole amounts.

Say them out loud like this: nine point zero.
Are the whole amounts shown at the right
or leit of the decimal point?

9.0 141.00 22.000
Numbers written at the teft of the

deciinal points show whiA amounts. The
zeros (0) at the right of the decimal point
show there are no fractions. When you
show wlole amounts, you can write one or
more zeros after the decimal point.

6

A Whole Amount and a Fraction
These decimals show a whole amount

and a decimal fradion. Fractions like these
are called mixed decimals. Say them out
loud. On which side of the decimal point is
the whole amount? On which side is the
fraction?

3.5 1.51 118.90 1.033

Remember:
The decimal point separates whole

numbers from fractions.
Nuiabers at the left of the decimal
point show whole amounts.
Numbers at the right of the decimal
point show fractions (parts of a whole
amount).

Exercise
Answer these questions. Then check your
answers.
1. What kind of amounts are shown at the

left of the decimal point?

2. What kind of amounts are shown at the
right of the decimal point?

3. Copy these numbers. Next to each
number write: decimal fraction, whole
amount, or mixed decimal.

a. 2.0

b. 36.1
c. .50

d. .600

e. 25.000

f. 1.355

g. 228.25
h. 35.08

lourPeP Pargu
leuiRaP Pax!tu Plupep Imilta 7

3unoure Notpi a uoppiuj pnupap
tuweinstupap .3 imapap paxlm

umoure ajoqta s .2 suonawg rempap
lunotua apqm zueetsuv
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The Powers of Ten
All fractions have denominators. Their

denominators show how many equal parts
make up a whole amount. A whole amount
can he divided into different numbers of
equal parts. For example, box A is divided
into five equal parts. Each part is i of the
whole amount. That means each part is one
of five parts.
A

Each wart la I

But dcimals are a special kind of
fraction. They have only one kind of
denominator. That's because decimals
divide whole amounts into only a certain
number of equal parts. That number must
be 10, or a powei of 10. (That means
10 x 10, or 10 x 10 x 10, or
10 x 10 x 10 x 10, and so on.) 1-00 and
1,000 are examples of numbers that are
powers of ten.

Look at box B. It is divided into ten
equal parts. Each part is 1 of 10 parts, or
-ffs. We

,d write the decimal .1 to show that
eaCh part is one of ten parts. .1 is the same
amount as A.

Each part Is
Or .1

Now look at box C. It is divided into
100 equal parts. Each part is 1 of 100 parts,
or j. We , d write the decimal .01 to show
that each is 1 of 100 parts. .01 is the same
amount aS

I I I I I I Each
part is
-a or
.01

Think of a dollar. It is a whole amount
that can be divided into 100 pennies. That's
100 equal parts. How would you write each
part as a decimal?

Right! $.01 is the answer.

Exercise
Look at the shapes below. Which shapes

are divided into decimal fractions? Which
shapes are divided into other fractions?
Number a sheet of paper from 1 to 6. Then
do this:

Write the decimal .1 for the shapes that
have decimal fractions.
Write a common fraction for the other
shapes. (Example: I..) Be sure to use the
correct denominators.

When you are finished, check your answers.

3.

L' '9 -T- V

10

f g I :s.iaAssuy



Fractions or Decimals
Look at this box. It is divided into ten

equal parts.

f

Each part is -4, or a fraction. (From now
on, when we say fraction we mean common

tion.) Each part is also .1, or a decimal.
Here's how you'd count 9 of the parts as
decimals:

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 ,7 .8 .9
How would you count all ten parts as

decimals?
All ten parts make a whole amount.

That whole amount is equal to 1, a whole
number. (Remember: whole amounts are
written at the left of a decimal point.) So,
1.0 (or 1.00) is the decimal number that
shows all ten parts. You'd count all ten
parts as decimals like this:
.1 ,2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 (or 1.00)

Fractions and decimals sucli as A and .1
are equivalents. That means they equal
the same amount. All decimals have
equivalent fractions.

Compare These Boxes
You can see how decimals and _fractions

are equivalents. Box A is divided into
fractions. Box B is divided into decimals.
The shaded parts in both boxes are equal in
amount. What fraction describes the shadsd
parts in Imx A? What decimal describes the
shaded part in bait B?

A

III
Box A has parts. Box B has .4 parts.

So: = .4

8

Exercise
To find the answer, count the equivalent

parts in each box.
Write the decimal equivalents of these

fractions.

1. a. = .5
b. =
Each part is Each part is .1

2. a. = .6
5; =
C. =
Each part is Each part is _

3. a.
b.
C.

-6-
15
12
15

= .4
=

=
Each part is Each part is .1

4. a. =

b. to =
C. 20 =
Each part is 210- Each part is .1

ff = (001) *3 st = ct = z*

V = = 9* 29L =

= ci f = 9* *8 *g
= (ocri) oi 'ci I = 9. :s.zahtsuv
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Every Place Has a Value
You know that a decimal point

separates whole numbers from decimal
fractions. Whole numbers and decimal
fractions are written with digits. (Digits
are the numbers 1 to 9 and 0.)

Look at the digits in this number:
7246.135

What digits are in the whole number?
What digits are in the decimal fraction?

A Place for Each Digit
Every digit is in a certain place. For

example, the digit 6-is one place left of the
decimal point The digit 4 is two places, the
digit 2 is three places, and the digit 7 is
four places left of it. How many places right
of the decimal point is the digit 1? How
many places right is the digit 3?

EiCh digit has a place value. That
means each digit has a certain number
value because of the place it is in.

Look at the place value chart It shows
the place value of each digit Find the
decimal wint. Which side of the decimal
point shows place values for the whole
numbtr? Which side shows place values for
the decimal fraction?

Whole Number Places
The places at the left of the decimal

point are ibr digits in whole numbers. Each
place has a value that is a certain whole
amount. For example, the first place next to
the decimal point has the value of ones. The
second place has the value of tens. What
value does the third place have? What
value does the fourth place have?

PLACE VALUE CHART

Digit places

thousands 1000

hundreds 100

tens 10

ones-1

tenths
hundredths

thousandths Tok

E
3 57 2 4 6

il

Decimal Places
Now look at the places that are right of

the decimal point. Those places are for
digits in decimal fractions. Each place has a
value that is a fraction. For example, the
first place has the value of tenths. The
second place has the value of _hundredths.
What is the value of the third place?

Now look lt these digits: 7246.135
What is the p. value of each digit?

Answer: Whole numbers Decimals
7 - thousands 1 - tenths
2 - hundreds 3 - hundredths
4 - tens 5 - thousandths
6 - ones

Exercise
Look at the digit that's underlined in

each decimal number. What value does it
have? Check your answers.
1. 3.18 5. 634.21

2. 6.1 6. .783

a 41.21 7. 12.09

4. 19.07 8. 2,890.13

12

spussnotp 9 sotto 7,
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Reading Decimals
When you read a common fraction out

loud, you say the numerator and the
denominator. You read a decimal fraction
in exactly the same way.

hi a common fraction, the numerator is
the nuniker above the fraction bar. It shows
how many equal parts are counted out of a
whole amount. The denominator is the
numker under the fraction bar. It shows
how many equal parts the whole amount is
divided into.

In decimal fractions, the numerator is
the numeral at the right of the decimal
point. For example, the numerator for the
decimal fraction .25 is the numeral 25. How
can you tell what the denominator is?

You can tell the denominator of a
decimal by counting the digits in the
numerator. The place value of the kat digit
shows the denominator of the decimal.

Look at the place value chart. What is
the value of the first place? Of the second
place? Of the third place?

PLACE VALUE CHART

S tenths
hundredths

thousandths

Digit places

10

Decimals of Tenths
lAiok at this decimal: .2
There is one digit in the numerator. The

digit is one place right of the decimal point.
The value of that first decimal place is
tenths. So, you'd read the decimal as two
tenths (2 tenths). It sounds the same as
saying the common fraction 126- out loud.

Decimals of Hundredths
Look at this decimal: .25
There are two digits in the numerator.

The last digit is two places right of the
decimal point. What is the value of that
second decimal place? How would you read
the decimal?

The value of the second decimal place is
hundredths. So you'd read .25 as twenty-five
hundredths (25 hundredths)just like the
common fraction -.Pk.

Decimals of Thousandths
Now look at this decimal: .251
There are three digits in the numerator.

The last digit is three places right of the
decimal point. What is the value of the
third decimal place? How would you read
the decimal?

( JO swims/mg
i.gg) sqvuusnotn auo-Ajg pupunq oAtl

au 1.sz pltupap am; pew pitiolk .atopuesnoto
0350 iumpap pipp alp jo awn atu mammy

Exercise
With a partner, take turns reading these

decimals out loud. Check your answers.

1. .1 4. .252

2. .8 5; .219

3. .17 6; .99

sqvalpunq 66 *9 stopursnoql 6L3 '9
sqvuusnotn aga 37 sqlpaipunq L .8

moue; g (Dual auo I nuaAtsuy
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Wining Detilnedi
You learned that each place after a

decithal point has the value of a certain
fraction. A digit that fills the firat decimal
place has a value of tenths. A digit that
fills the second deeimal plaCe has a value of
hundredths. And a digit that fills the third
decimal place has a value of thowvandths.

Of course a decimal can have more than
three digits after the decimal. (FOr
example, you'd write six digits to show a
millionth of an amount.) But the decimals
you'll use the moat will be tenths,
hundredths, and thousandths.

Count Digits to 1* Sure
It's easy to make a mistake when you're

writing decimals. You may mean to write
the decimal that shows hundredths. But
you write a decimal that shows tenths.

How can you make sure you are wfiting
the correct decimal?

One way is to count the digits that fill
the plaCes behind the decimal point. Eath
decimal fraction has only a certain number
of digits.

There't an easy way to remember the
right number of digits: Look at these
common fractions and their decimals. How
many zeros are in the denominator? liow
many digits are after the decimal point?

/le .1 .21 4 .345
Notice this: In e&h set, the number of

digits in the decimal is the same as the
nuthber of zeros in the denominator.

How many digits stould there be in
these decimal fractione
EL tenths 10 digits
b. hundredths digits
c. thousandths digits

9112_1P e st0PuegnotP **
now g - sippeupunq
- wpm mammy

Write It Down
Here are some steps that can help

you write decimals cormctly:
1. Write the dedmal point first.
2. Then write the numerator after the

decimal mint. The place value of
the last digit should show the
denominator of the fraction.

Then Check It
To check the decimal you've

written, follow these steps:
1. Write the amount as a common

fraction.
2. Look at the denominator of the

ractioiL Count the zeros. Look at
the decimal. Count the digits after
the decima/ Feint. There should be
the same nuthber of digits after the
decimal point as there are zeros in
the denominator.

Exerciie
On a sheet of paper, write decimals for

these amounts. Follow the steps above and
check your decithals

1. Four tenths
2. Forty-two hundredths
3. Eight tenths
4. One hundred sixty-eight thousandths
5. Thirty hundredths
EL Sixteen hundredths
7. Nine tenths
8. Thirteen hundredths
9. Three hundred thousandths

10. One tenth

14 11



Filling All the Places
Hundredths

Suppose you are writing the decimal for
3W. Its denominator is 100. You know you

must fill two decimal places to show that
denominator. That means you will write
two digits after the decimal point.

But look at the numerator of -f-3*. How
many digits are in the numerator?

Right! There is only one digit in the
numeratorthe digit 3. Here's how to fill
the two decimal places when there is only
one digit in the numerator: Write a zero in
front of that digit

L Write the decimal point.
Then write a zero in the first decimal

place.
tenths hundredths

II rousandths

. g

2. In the second decimal place, write
the digit of the numerator.
What is the place value of that digit?
tenths hundredths

. 0 3
You read .03 as three hundredths.

Exercise
Write the decimals that show these

amounts. Then check your answers.
1 A 5

T(RT m Tay

2. 196 6. Ti
3 6. 6-

Tti

Thousandths
Now, suppose you are writing a decimal

for TiU. There is only one digit in the
numerator. But you must fill three decimal
places when the denominator is 1,000. To
do that, writR zeros in front of that digit.

1. Write the decimal point.
Then in the first decimal place, write a

zero.
tenths hundredths

1
. 0

2. Write another zero in the second
decimal place.
tenths hundredths

I
I thousandths

. 0 0

3. Then write the digit of the
numerator.
tenths hundredths

rousandths

. 004
You read .004 as four thousandths.

Now, suppose you are writing a decimal
23for Tw. How would you write that decimal?

C30* = 9ra uantsuy

Exercise
Write the decimals that show these

amounts. Then check your answers.

1. TM
2. Tffiu

3. 114

9' '9 660. '9 LO'

LI 3 '9 SO' '17 8' '8 6 g 1.0" I amitsulf COV '17 8W 'C MY '3 90* nuaAisuNT
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Whole Amounts and Decimals
Reading Mixed Decimals Writing Mixed Decimals

Here's how to write a mixed decimal for
the mixed number 7-4. Write it in the order
that you read it: seven and nine tenths.

1. First, write the whole number.

2. Then write the decimal point.

3. Then write the decimal.

An amount made up of a whole number
and a common fraction is called a mixed
number. 1T10- is an example of a mixed
number. To read 1i1-6 you'd say one and ne
tenth.

An amount made up of a whole number
and a decimal fraction is called a mixed
decimal. 1.1 is an example of a mixed
decimal. To read it you'd say one and one
tenth. Notice this: You say a mixed decimal
exactly the way you say a mixed number.

and

The decimal point separates the whole
number from the decimal fraction. The
whole number is written at the left of the
decimal point. The fraction is written at the
right. You say and when you see the
decimal point.

Practice reading these decimals out loud:
a. 2.5 (two and five tenths)
b. 7.03 (seven and three hundredths)
c. 6.25 (six and 25 hundredths)
d. 1.333 (one and 333 thousandths)
e. 3.010 (three and ten thousandths)

Now, how do you think you'd write
decimals for these amounts? (Think of the
decimal places for 100 and 1,000. Then fill
the empty places with zeros.)

a. 5-flay (five and one hundredth)

b. 34-3 (three and ten thousandths)
c. 4 (four and one thousandth)

1.001 '0 01.0'e 'q 1.0'9 '13 :s.iaAisuV

ExertApe
Write mixed decimals for these amounts.

Then check your answers.
1. one and two tenths
2. one and two hundredths
3. one and 20 hundredths
4. one and two thousandths
5. one and 20 thousandths
6. one and 200 thousandths

7. 24
8.2k
9. 21-6A

10.

11. 2

12. 2

OWE 'ZI OEOZ 'TT 0£'3
£00'3 '6 CO'Z g 'L 0031 '9 0301. '9

300.1. 37 Or I. 'E WI. '6 I. mumistINT
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Unit Review

Check Yoursaf
1. Look at the parts in each

&awing._ On note paper, write the
decimal that stands for the shaded parts
in each drawing. (Hint: Count the parts
that are Bladed.)

.75 .9 .2 .40

8.

b.

e;

:

2. LOok at the digits that are underlined in
these numbers. What is the place value
of eaeh digit?

a. O. d. t25
b. 5.12 e. 0.105
c. 53.4 f. .555

14

3. Write these amounts as decimals on
notepaper.

a. One and three tenths
b. Thirty-five hundredths
c. Seventeen thousandths
d. Eleven and seventeen hundredths
e. Five and eight thousandths

4. Choose the right word ur words to
complete each sentence below.

decimals place value
diet power
numeral

a. Decimals show whole amounts that
are divided into equal parts of 10 Or a

of ten.
b. is another name for decimal

fractions.
c. The of .2 is tenths.
d. Every in a decimal number

has a certain value.
e. The at the right of the

decimal point is the numerator of a
decimal fraction.

Bonus Work
1. Gather things sueh a fbod labels, bills,

rcceipts, and store ads that show decimal
numbers. Then make a poster with those
things.

2. Make flail cards of different decimal
numbers. Practice reading the amounts
out loud with your classmates.

17



Unit 2

Let's say you are helping the coach of a
softball team. She gives you this job to do:
Put a list of batting averages in order. To
do that, you must show who has the highest
batting average, the next highest, and so
on. Here is part of that list.

Player Batting Average
Aquino .312
Hasaad .28
Running Deer .257
Samuelson .3_
Williams 275
Batting averages are given in decimals.

To put them in order, you must compare
the decimals with each other. But notice
this: The decimals on the hit don't all have
the seine denominator. One is in tenths,
one is in hundredths, and the others are in
thousandths. How can you compare those
different deaimals?

Before you can put those decimals in
order, you must reniime some of them. In
other words, you must change the
numerator and denominator without
changing the value of the decimal.

You'll meet many math problems in real
life like that You must put decimals in
order or decide which decimal is larger or
smaller. The decimals won't always have
the same denominator. And you'll have to
rename some of the decimals.

In this unit, you'll learn how to rename
deCimals. You'll also learn how to compare
decimals and put them in order.

Math Words
Look up these words in the glossary.

What do they mean9
like decimals rename
unlike debimals

18 15



Like or Unlike?
Decimals That Ate Alike

Common fractions that have the same
denominator are alike. For example, i and
w are common fractions that are like each
other.

Decimal fractions can also be like each
other. When do you think they are alike?

Right! Docimal fractions are alike when
they have the same denominator. For
example, the decimals are alike in each set
below. What is the denominator in each set?
a. .2
b. .21
c. .213

.6

.03

.003

.7

.46

.045

.8

.70

.700

.9

swum-nolo .a
strwalpunq q stnual Liatasuy

Notice this: Decimals that are alike
have the same number of decimal plaies.

Decimals that don't have the same
denominator and don't have the same-
number of decimal places are unlike. For
example, these decimals are unlike:

.2 .04 .478
What is the denominator of each

decimal') How many decimal places does
each have?

Mixed Decimals That Are Alike
Now look at these mixed decimals:

2.5 2.05
Are they like or unlike each other?

To tell if mixed decimals are alike or
unlike, look at their decithal fraCtions.
Mixed decimals that are alike have the
same denominator and the same number of
decimal places.

2.5 and 2,05 are mixed decimals that are
not alike. What is the denominator of each
of those decimals? How many decimal
places does each decimal have?

16

Remember
Decimals and mixed decimals that

are alike have the same denominators.
They also have the same number of
decimal places.

Exercise
Look at these sets of decimals. Write

like for the sets that show decimals that are
like each other. Write unlike for the sets
that show decimals that are not like each
other. Then check your answers.

1. .2 .04 .02

2. .010 .348 .10

3. .03 .30 .42

4. .55 .5 .555

5, .512 .007 .125

6. .9 .5 .1

7. 4.52 57.49 257.01

8. 1.32 2.5 3.002

9. 3.5 3.52 3.552

10. 2.629 22.438 643.134

11. .702 0.72 .072

12. 11.19 11.18 11.20

GNII 1 'E!I" aNTI OT alliffun
aNTIun eVI 'L aNTI 9 alill '9 millun

.c mutt mmun :siomsuy
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Renaming Decimals
Decimals must be alike when you

compare them. If they are not alike, you
must rename them so they all have the
same number of decimal places-and the
same denominator. When you rename a
decimal, you change its numerator and
denominator without changing its value.

Suppose you are comparing these unlike
decimals:

.6 .05 .845
Here's how to make those decimals alike:

1. Find the decimal with the most
decimal places.
Count the places after the decimal point.

Each decimal must have that number of
decimal places.

tenths
hundredths

thousandths

ri2i decimal placesEl
. 0 5
; 6

8 4 5
Which decimal has the most decimal

places? How many places does it have?

2. Neirt, rename the other decimals so
they have the same number of
decimal places.
To do that, put zeros after the last digit

of each decimal.
tenths

hundredths
thousandths

. decimal places

.050
6 0 0

. 8 4 5
How many decimal places does .6 have?

How many zeros must you put after it?
How many decimal places does .05 have?

How many zeros must you put after it?

Renaming Mixed Decimals
Sometimes you must rename mixed

decimals such as:
2005. 78.96 548.9

To do that, look at only the decimal part of
the mixed decimal. Then follow the steps
for renaming decimals.

1. Find the mixed decimal that has the
most decimal places and count them.

tenths
hundredths

thousandths
Whole number decimal

places El 0
11~. 2 3 places

5
7
4

2
8
8 .

. 0

. 9
9

0 5
6

2. Rename the other mixed decimals.
tenths

Whole number
places 0 0 0

2
7 8

5 4 8

hundredths
thousandths

decimal
1 2 3 places

0 0 5
9 6 0

; 9 0 0

Exercise
Copy these sets of decimals and mixed

decimals. Then rename decimals to make
all decimals in a set alike.
1. .5 2. .265 3. .7 4. 2.8

.13 .29 .699 2.95

5. .6 6. .3 7. 5.002 8. .2
.60 .78 90.36 3.6
.006 .125 236.9 15.35

9C'91.
09'C

96'Z
09'Z

2 0

'17

0069Ec
09C06
Z009

669'
00f 'C

09t
00C'

06Z'
99Z'

'9

900'
009
009

I.'

09' 'I
:s.mAtsuy
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Whith IS Greater?
Picture this:
You are shopping for food. You see these

pricea: $.65 $.09
The prices are in decimals. What kind of

decifnal fractions are they: tenths,
hundrodths, or thousandths?

The decimals have two decimal places.
So they are decimal fractions of
hundredths. $.65 is the same as 1640. And
$.09 is the same as tVo.

Which is greater: $.65 or

Look at the Numerators
When you compare common fractions

that have the same denominators, you look
at their numerators. Larger fractions have
larger numerators. And smaller fractions
have smallernumerators. For example, I is
bigger than

When you compare decimal fractions,
you look at the numeral after the decimal
point. (Remember: that numeral is the
numerator of the decimal.) Larger decimals
have higher numbers. Smaller decimals
have lower numbers. So $.65 () is greater

9than $.09 (w).
$.65 > $.09

And $.09 (Ad) is silialler than $.65 (it).
$.09 < $.65

Now look at these two sets. In each set,
which amount is greater? Which is smaller?

a. .8 .3
b. .876 .898

969 (Limn iaustus so > 9L9*
9Le mein ialsaa so < 868.

8. Nem iallecus > C.
C. (mil Jawaa s) < .5 :sioAtsuy

LRemember
> means is greater than
< means is smaller than

18

Comparing Mixed Decimals
Let's say you're buying a can of tomato

sauce. You compare the amount of sauce in
two cans. One can has 6.2 ounces of sauce.
And the other has 5.9 ounces of sauce.
Which can has the greater amount?

When you compare mixed decimals, look
first at the whole number. The larger
mixed decimal has the highei whole
number. The smaller mixed decimal has the
smaller whole number. So 6.2 (64i) is
greater than 5.9 (54).

6.2 > 5.9
And 5.9 (5Z) is smaller than 6.2 (6i).

5.9 < 6.2
Suppose you are comparing two cans

that have these amounts:
10.4 ounces 10.9 ounces

The two amounts have the same whole
number. To compare them, you must look
at the decimal fraction. Which amount is
greater? Which amount is smaller?

60 t (uetil Iattem9 s!) > te01.
V.01. (tim41 1alea12 s!) < 60 L uantsuV

Exercise
Copy each set of decimal numberS. Write

< or > between them to show if the first
decimal number is greater or smaller than
the second one. Then check your answers.

1. .18 .21 5. 1.09 .90

2. .56 .92 6. 15.078 15.519

3. 2.44 3.25 7. .0323 .3076

4. 5.86 5.43 8. 1.80 1.09

601. < 091 '8
MC' > MO' *k 61-99L > 8L09L 9

06' < 601 '2 Ctr'S < 99'9 't sre > 1717 '2
Z6' > 99 'Z LZ. > 'I muaatistnr



Putting Decimals in Oidei
These decimals and mixed decimals are

not in order. Here's how to put them in
order from largest to smallest.
.8 .9 .23 .07 1.09 1.9 2.1

1. First, rename the decimals that have
the fewest decimal places.
Which decithals are they? What do you

rename them as?
OtZ sawcoaq t'g 064 satuomq 6'l

06. samooaq 6. 06. samooaq 6. maiktsuy

2. Next, compare the whole num-hers.
Put them in order from highest to

lowest. If some mixed decimals have the
same whole number, put them in order
according to their decimals.
.80 .90 23 .07 1;09 1.90 210

How would you put the mixed decimals
in order?

601 < 06't < 01Z aamsulf

3. Now finish putting the list in order.
Look at the decimal& Put the decimals

in order from highest to lowest. How would
you do that?
2.10 1.90 1.09 .80 .90 .23 .07

LAY <
< 09' < 06' < 601. < 06 < 01.'Z Liamsuy

Exercise
1. Put these decimals and mixed decimals

in order from highest to lowest.
a. .5 1.02 3.9 .08

b. .028 .75 3.293 .5

C. 1.05 3.0 1.26 .88

2. Copy the batting average on page 15.
List them from highest to lowest.

LSE' < 9LE' < 08r < 00C' <
88' < sat _< 9L <-00t

WO' < 009' < 091: < C6r£ 'cl
80' < OS' < 301 < 06T '11 '1 mileAsteuV

Di
41 > .001

Decimal Sizes
Sometimes decimals have the same

numerator& For example: .1 .01, and .001
have the same numerator& But their
denominators are different Which of the
three is the Iwgest deamal? Which is the
next largest? Which is the smallest?

.1 is the largest decimal. It stands for ild
of a whole amount. .01 is the next largest.
It stands for ik of a whole amount. And
.001 is the smallest It stands for th of a
whole amount You know that a tenth is
much Jarger than a hundredth ofa whole
amount. And a hundredth is much larger
than a thousandth.

If you rename those decimals, it is easier
to see which is largest So, rename them all
to three decimal places. You'll see that:

.100 > .010 > .001

Exercise
Put the numimrs in order from largest to

smallest. Write > between each number.
1. .2 .02 .002

2. .009 .09 .9

3. 1.1 1.001 1.01

4. 5.006 5.06 5.6

5. 2.4 2.004 2.040

6. 4.70 4.07 4.007

L004, < L017 <Oft' '9
17007 < OPOZ < teZ V 9001 < 909 < 93 '11,

1001 < < rt E: 600.
< < z. T nuoAtteuv
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Unit Review

check YOursell
1. Copy each set of decimb-s. Rename each

set so that the decimals are alike.
a. .7, .95 d. 1.5, 1.32, 1.05
b. .251, .17 e. 8.06, 8.2, 8.198
c. .006, .6 f. 6.107, 6.23, 6.08

Copy each set of decimals. Write > or <
bttween each set. (Remember to rename
unlike _decimals as like ones._)
Ai 25 ;2 CI, ;573: .65
b. .09- .009 e. .1 ELM
c; ;3 .299 f; ;075 ;7

3. Copy each set of decimals. Write > or <
bttween each set. (Remember to rename
unlike decimals as like ones.)
a. 4.5 4.9 d. 10.01 10.384
b. 13.89 13.5 e. 17.6898- 18.9
c. 6.098 3.3 f. 103.48 103.11

4. On notepaper, arrange each set of
decimals from highest to lowest.
a. .6,.1, .5
b. .18, .05, .40
C. .136, .538, .095
d. 007, .7, .07
e. 8.4, 7.85, 6.1
f. 3.12, 2.9, 5.02
g. 2.365, 2.62, 2A
h. 7.03, 7.10, 7.353

20

5. Choose the right word or words to
complete each sentence.

like decimals
rename
unlike decimals

a. .12 and .506 are
b. When you change an unlike decimal

to a like decimal, you it.
c. .12 and .20 are

Bonus Work
1. Write different decimal fractions and
mixed decimals on small pieces of paper.
You can make up the numbers or copy
them from a math book. Mix up the
pieces. Then ask your classmates to
arrange the numbers in order from
lowest to highest.
2. Compare the unit prices for the things
listed below. Go to two different stores or
get ads for two different stores. (Make
sure you compare the same size of those
things at both stores.) Write the unit
price at each store. Then write > or <
between the prices.

Things Store 1 Store 2

a. can of tomato soup
b. 1 pound of oranges

c. bag of potato chips
d. bottle of shampoo



Unit 3

Adding an Subtracting Decimals

Let's say you have a checking account.
You're Timing the bakuwe of your account.
The balance is the amount of money you
have in the account.

Suppose your balance is $50.00.
On Tuesday you buy art paper, pencils,

and pens. You write a check for $12.30 to
pay for them.

On Thursday you buy a jacket. You
write a check for $25.78 to pay for it-

And on Friday you get paid $36.75 for
working part time. You deposit all of it in
your checking account What is the balance
of your checking account now?

The balance of a checking account
always Changes. It changes when you write
a check and take out money. It changes
when you deposit money into the account.

To figure the balance of your account,
you'd add and subtract decimals. You'd
subtract a decimal amount each time you
wrote a check. And you'd add a decimal
amount each time you deposited money.

There are certain things you, must do in
order to add and subtract decimals
correctly. You'll learn what they are in this
unit.

L9.9tirs Si aomplq uraAtsuy

Word Check
Look up these words in the glossary.

What do they mean?
decimal place line up
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Lining Up
Look at these two math problems.

4.8

8.3 .28

The answers are wrong. Why are they
wrong?

When you add or subtract decimals, you
must do thia: add or subtract digits that
have the same pram Oalue. For example, you
add or subtract only tenths and tenths,
hundredths andlundredths, and
thoutandths and thousandtht

Here's how to make sure you are adding
or subtractilig the right digits: When you
write the problem, line up the ctecimal
'Joints. Then line Iv digits that have the
saine Place value., in other words, write each
number so that the decimal points and
digits line up in columns For example:

2 4
+ 6 . 3 2

6 .18 4 .16

The answers are now correct.

How wOuld you write these numbers so
the decimal points and digits line up
correctly?

a. 328 1.23 15.57

b. 105.33 12.89

L991
CZ'

CC*961. owe matemsuv
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A Rule to Remember
When you add or subtract decimals,

line up their decimal points. Line up
digits that have the same place value.

Exercise
On a sheet of paper, write these sets of

numbers. Line up their decimal points and
digits correctly. Then check your answers.

I. .2
2. 1.49 3.78 3.03

3. 24.892 10.586

4. .589 .321

5. 1.80 0.70

6. 425.38 12.16

91:ZL_ 0L'0 LZC'

9C'9Zt, '9 OW I. '9 699 ,
COT 6'

99904. 9L'C 9'
Z69'n C 6t,'1, '3 Z' 'T

25
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Renaming Unlike Decimatil
Decimals that you add or subtract must

be alike. In other words, all the decimals in
a problem must have the same number of
decimal places. If they don't, you must
rename the decimals that have fewer
decimal places. How do you rename
decimals?

Right! You rename a decimal by putting
zeros after the last digit. Here's how to
make sure you rename decimals correctly
in addition or subtraction problems.

Suppose you are adding these decimalS.
.3 .16 .728

L First, line up the numbers according
to their decimal points.
Line up digits that have the same place

value.

2. Next, find the decimal with the most
decimal places.
Then rename the other decimals so that

they have the same number of decimal
places.

.300

.160

.728

a. Which decimal has the most decimal
places?

b. Which decimals do you rename? What
do you rename them as?

091. sa paunmaa m 9 v
O0E S13 pauximai c.

91.. pus e. amnia' obis,
.saavid imupap Isom alp seq 9u. lit :11.10/11SUNT

Exercise
Write each set of decimals. First, line up

the decimal points correctly. Then make all
the decimals in the set alike by renafning.
Check your answer when you are finished.
1. .6 .25

2. .675 25
3. A .126

4. .245 .3 .12

5. .007 .352 .7

6. .9 .2 .1 .009

7. .24 .18 .02 .28 .2

8. .078 .21 .08 .02 .2 .509

609'
00Z' OZ'
0Z0 8Z' 600'
080' ZO' 00 I.' OOL*

8L0 j7 'L 006' '9 L00"9

OZ v
00£' 9Z I. 09Z' 9Z'
9i7Z' 't, 00V '8 9L9' g 09" I

maranisuy
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Mixed Decimals and Whole
Sometimes you'll have to solve problems

that have decimals, mixed decimals, and
whole numbers. For example:

25.7 3.87 .559 35
The numbers are not alike. To make

them alike, you must rename three of the
numbers. Which numbers are they?

You must rename thefl mixed decimals
and the whole nuniber. Here's how you'd
write a problem with those kinds of
numbers:

1. First, give the whole number a
decimal point.
Write it behind the whole number. Why

would you write the decimal point behind
and not in front of the whole number?
(Hint: look at the place value chart on
page 9.)

25.7 3.87 .559 35.

2. Next, line up the numbers according
to their decimal points.
Line up digits that have the same place

value Where does the whole number go?
25.7
3.87

.559
35.

3. Find the decimal that has the most
decimal places.
Rename the other numbers so that they

are like that decimal. Notice how the whole
number is renamed.

25.700
3.870

.559
35.000

24

Numbers
Look at the list that has the renamed

numbers.

a. Which decimal has the most decimal
places? How many does it have?

b. Which mixed decimals are renamed?
What do you rename them as?

c. How do you rename the whole number?
What do you rename it ae?

000'ge sv paulrual- ge- oS
.1mOd impel" eq4-talju uoiaz _eons 2upput&

uatp putqaq 4utoci_jumpap u 2uppAtt
Ism.; q patuguai s! iequmu gimp% ata

OL9'C _
gut pommel s!

LITE Pug 00L'9Z se Patuuttal s! Egg '811113118.1
noic siumpap partu ato am at pus L.0 .q

.aaan _

suq n sad ietupep Isom alp sus6gg.
:szatitsuy

Exercise
Write each set of numbers. First, line up

the numbers correctly. Then make all the
numbers in the set alike by renaming.
Check your answers when you are finished.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

.6 2.25

34.605 21

6 .126 1.02

8.245 20.3

7 .352 .5

10.9 5.2 .1

12

.15

.009 226

0Z0' I.

0009

OS

009
zge.
000'L

000.I.g
9091t 3

000.Z t
00S'W
glee 't

9t-e,
09 'I

:siamsuv



Adding Decimals
Remember this rule when you. add

decimals: Line up everything in straight
columns!

Line up decimal points exactly over each
other; Line up digits that have the same
place value. If you don't, your answer will
be wrong!

Suppose you are solving this problem:
.1 + .23 + .456

To aolve the problem correctly, follow these
steps:

I. Line up everything in straight
columns
Line up decimal pointS and digits that

have the same value. Make sure the
columns are straight;

10th 100th 1000th

. 1

. 2 3+ .456
Which digits have a place value of

tenths?
Which digits have a place value of

hundredths?
Which digit has a place value of

thousandths?

2. Rename decimals that have fewer
decimal places.

10th 100th 1000th

.100

. 2 3 0+ .456
How many decimal places should each

decimal have?
Which decimals do you rename? What

do you rename them as?

3. Add the decimals and solve the
problem.

10th 100th 1000th
. 1 0 0.230+ .456
. 7 81 6

Look at the decimal places in the
problem and the answer. Notice this:

All decimal points line up.
All digits with the same place value line
up.

The answer is like the decimals in the
problem. It has the same number of decimal
places.

Exercise
Write these problems. Be sure to line up

everything in straight columns. Solve the
problems. Then check your answers.

1. .01 + .4 + .125
2. .006 + .9 + .02
3. .2 + .140 + .01 + .116
4. .5 + .122 + .101 + .123 + .001
5. .300 + 2 + .111 + .04 + 3
6. .1 + A + 2 + .06 + .009

69L'

600 +
090'
ow.

oo I: '9

99t7
9 t +

ot7

00e

ISte9 _LV81

000£ +
0t70'
I. I. I.'

000.Z
00C'

100' +
EZ
10 1;

zz
'5 009' 7

96 999'
OZO' +
006'
900

cZt* +
001**

1.0' '1
miamsuy
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Carrying
When you add decimals, you must often

carry amounts. Sometimes you must carry
amounta from the decimal fraction to the
whole number. Here's how to solve those
kinds of problem.

Example: 1.29 + 19.901

1. Line up everything in straight
columns.
Line up the decimal points. Line up

digits with the same place value.
1 2 9
9 9 0 1_

2. Rename decimals with fewer decimal
places.

1.290
+ 19.901

3. Add the columns.
Starting with the right column, add the

digits in each column If a column adds up
to a two-digit number, carry the first digit
to the next column on the left.

1 1

1 . 2 9 0
+ 1 9.90 1

2 1 . 1 9 1

4. Write the decimal point.
Your columns and decimal points should

be in straight lines. Then you can bring
down your new decimal point right under
the others.

1 1 _

1 . 2 9 0
+ 1 9901

2 1 . 1 9 1
What would happen if your columns

were out of line?
Right! You wouldn't Imow where to put

your decimal point. Or you might add the
wrong digits together.

26

5. Check your decimal point.
Look at the problem again. How many

columns of digits are there to the right of
the decimal point?

1 1

1 . 2 9 0
9 0_1

2 1 . 1 9 1
t t

There are three columns. Now look at
your answer. How many columns are there
to the right of your decimal point? The
number of columns should be the same.

Exercise
Write these problems. Be sure to line up

everything in straight columns. Solve the
problems. Then check your answers.
1. 1.01 + .49
2. .06 + .94 + .1

3. .2 + .140 + .96 + .116
4. .5 + 9.4 + 21.101 + 81.129
5. 25.18 + .4 + 5.08 + .5
6. 1.321 + 2 + 43.7 + 5.099

OZ L'Z9

'9

*£

91.1£

'9

(Erni.

't

'I

860S
OOLIsti
000'Z

Ze'

09' +
809
0t7'
81.'9Z

0 t'

61.8
LZ

00V6
009'

09'Z

+

911 -7

096'
OPV
00e.

+
Ot' +

90'
6t?'
1.01

+
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Subtracting Decimals
When you subtract decimals, you must

also remembr this rule: Line up everything
in straight columns!

You will get a wrong answer if you don't
line up the decimal points and digits of a
problem. That's because you can only
subtract digits from other digits that have
the same place value.

To solve subtraction problems correctly,
follow these steps.

Examp*: .297 .16

1. Line up everything in straight
colwnns.
Line up decimal points and diets that

have the same value. Make sure the
columns are straight.

10th 100th 1 000th.297
1 6

Which digits have a place value of
tenths?

Which digits have a place value of
hundredths?

Which _digit hati a place value of
thousandths?

2. Rename one of the decimals.
10th 100th 1000th

2 9 7

How many decimal places should each
decimal have?

Which decimal do you rename? What do
you rename it as?

3. Subtract the decimals and solve the
problem.

10th 100th 1000th

2
1

9
6

7
0

3 7
How many decimal places does the

answer have?

Exercise
Wiite these problems. Be sure to line up

everything in straight columns. Solve the
problems. Then check your answers.
1. .44 .12

2. .406 .2

3. .145 .114

4. .522 .001

5. .358 .043

6. .647 .536

1111

9CS Ci70' 1.00'

2.179' NC" US' 'I,

1CO 90? ! Ze'

Pt t' 00Z' Zt
Str l' 9017' 7 trte 'I

:slaAtsuy
30
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Borrowing
When you subtract whole numbers, you

often borrow an amount. For example:
2 14

4'
1 6
1 8

You must also sometimes horrow when
you subtract decimals. Here's how to solve
those kindi_of problems.

Example: 9.5 = 6.75

1. Line up everything in straight
columns.
Line up the decimal points. Line up

digits with the same place value.
9 5
6 7 5

2. Rename one of the decimals.
9.50
6.75

3. Subtract.
Starting with the right column, subtract

the bottom digit from the top digit. If the
top digit is too small, horrow I from the
digit that's next to it at left.

14
8 A' 10

ffi0
6 . 7 5

4 10
9 .

6 . 7 5
5

28

2 7 5

4. Write the decimal point.
Put the decimal point in the answer.

Bring it down so that it's under the other
decimal points.

14
8 A' 10

6 . 7 5
2.75

5. Check your decimal point.
Look at your answer. How many

columnt are there to the right of your
decimal point?

14
8 10

_ _6 7 5
2.75

t

Exercise
Write these problems. Be sure to line up

everything in straight columns. Solve the
probleths. Then check your answers.
1. .94 = .06
2. 1.01 .49

3. .140 .116

4. 21.10 = 8.129
5. 25.18 5.3

6. 42.7 6.099

099C 886 t 1L6'Z

6609 OE'S 6Z 1.13

COL 'al '9 8 t'SZ 00 1.* Z 't
tUr ZS' 99*

91.1. 6V* 90
Ot',V 0' 1. g t6'

:s.laAtsuv



Unit Review

ChtTIck Yourself
Copy and solve the problems below.

1. Add these like decimals.
a. .621 + .453 + .009

5. Add or subtract the decimals from the
whole numbers.
a. 16

b. 2.35 + 3.51 + 6.88
+ 2.8

c. 23.04 b. 8.23

+ 7.86 = 3

C. 4d. $1.32
.93 1:62

+ 8.04 d. 4

2. Subtract these like decimals. 3.87

a. .85 -_ .62 + 9.2

b. 12.8 6. Choose the right words to complete each
10.8 sentence.

311 A9 decimal places line upc. $.
d. .981 addition problems.

.703 b. Line up when you add or

3. Add these unlike decimals subtract.

a. 3.68 + .5 + 1.9 Bonus Work
b. .671 .95 + .8 1. How many addition problems can you

008 make out of these numbers so that theyc. .

+ 23 add up to 20?
2.89 5.6 10.175 4.11 1.335

2. Record everything you spend in a day.
Make a form like this to help you.

a. decimal points in

d. 4.30
1.6

4. Subtract these unlike decimals;
a. 3.13_

1:782

b. .8 = .345
C. 32.898

- 12.96

d. 1.2 .089

Date-
How much money do you have to spend?

What You Spend For Amount

How much money do you have at the
end of the day?

32 29



Unit 4

Multiplying Decimals

Picture this:
You have a part-time job. You work

different hours every week. Your pay is
$4.15 an hour. This week you work 13.5
hours. How much do you earn?

After work, you get on a bus. You have
a doctor's appointment. The doctor's office is
12 bus stops away. It takes the bus about
5.5 minutes to travel from bus stop to bus
stop. How long will it take you to get to the
doctor's office?

On your way home, you shop for food.
You buy 3.2 pounds of meat. It costs $1.99
a pound. How much will you pay for the
meat?

Each of those real life problems have to
do with decimals. To solve those problems,
you must multiply those decimals.

30

In the unit before this, you learned to
add or subtract decimals. You learned that
you must line up decimal point§ and digits
in order to get a correct answer.

You don't have to line up decimal points
and digits when you multiply decimals. But
you do have to do other things to get a
correct answer. You'll learn about them in
this unit.

Math Words
Look up these words in the glossary.

What do they mean?
factor product



Factors and Products
You'll be using two important words in

this unit. The first word is factor. Factors
are the numivers you multiply. The other
word is froducL A product is the answer
you get when you multiply factors. For
example:

2 x .30 = .60
2 and .30 are factors and .50 is the product.

Flyereza-
Laok at these problems and their

answers. Which numbers are factors?
Which are products?

1. 3.6 x .2 = .72
2. 25 x .3 = 7.5
a 13.6 x 123 = 167.28
4. 3.98

x .2

.796

5. 100
x .05

5.00

6. 460
_x .002

.920

0Z6 pnpoxd oo 'Ogt, :saopsj
ayg :pnpoid 90. micr13133
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Writing the Problem
When you write an addition or

subtraction problem, you must line the
numbers up correctly. If you are adding or
subtracting decimals that are not alike, you
must rename them so that they all have
the same number of decimal places.

You don't do any of that when you
multiply decimals. You don't rename
factors. And you don't line up the factors
ACOokding to deCimal, Points and deCimal
places. Instead, you line them up in a way
that makes it easy to multiply each
number. Look at this multiplication
problem. What lines up?

3.04
x 2

.608
Right! The last digitS in both factors line

up.
Look at the factors and the product in

the problem. Then answer these questions.
a. Do the decimal points line up?
b. How many decimal places are in each

factor?
c. How many decimal places are in the

product?

13npoJd
atn ut saasjd puipap eazql a-au alatu
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Where Does the Decimal Point Go?
Suppose you are multiplying this

problem:
4.61

_x- .2

922

Where would you put the decimal point
in the *duct? To find out, do this:

1. First, count all the decimal places in
each factor.
How many decimal places are there?

4.61 (2 decimal places)
x 2 (1 decimal place)

922

2. Next, add uti the decimal places.
Find the total of all decimal places in

both factors. I-kw many decimal places are
there altogether?

4.61 ( 2 decimal places)
x (+ 1 decimal peace)

922 ( 3 decimal places)

3. Count decimal places.
Now, look at the product. Start from the

last digit at the right and count decimal
places. Count the same number of decimal
places as there are in the thtal of the
factors. Write the decimal point in front of
those decimal places. In front of which
number do you write the decimal point?

x
4 . 6 1 (2 decimal places)

(1 decimal place)

. 9 2 2 (3 decimal places)

t t t
3 2 1

32

Look at this problem. Practice counting
decimal places. Where would you put the
decimal point in the product?

2.112
x .13

27456

decimal places)
decimal places)

decimal places)

99VLZ' LIOAISTIV

Etercise
Some of the products for these problems

are wrong. Their decimal points are not in
the right place. Copy all the problems and
their products. But write the decimal points
correctly in the products. Then check your
answers.
1; 2.3

:6

13.8

3. 4.221
x

295.47

5. 15.3
x 13

198.9

2. 7.38
x .3

2.214

4. 7.3
x 5

3.65

6. 23.01
x 0.2

4.602

Z0917* '9 696-I. '9 TN
Lt796Z '9 VIZZ 'g 9E't 1 nuamsuV
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Getting the Correct PrGduct
Follow these steps when you multiply

numbers that have decimals. They will help
you get the right answer.

Example: 2.5 x 1.31

I. Write the problem
Write one of the factors on top. Write

the other factor on the bottom. Be sure to
line up the last digits of both factors.

1 . 3 11
x 2 5

2. Multiply.
Multiply the factors the same way you

multiply whole nmnbers. Pay no attention
to the decimal points,.

1.31
x 2.5

655
262

3275

3. Add up all the decimal places.
Count the decimal places m each factor.

Az.'d them up and find the total number of
decimal places.

1.31 ( 2 decimal places)
x 2 5 ( + 1 decimal place)

3275 ( 3 decimal places)

4. Writ-e the decimal point.
Starting from the last digit in the

product, count from right to left. Count the
same number of decimal places as there are
in the total of the factors. Write a decimal
point in front of those places.

1 . 3 1 (2 dedmal places)
±2 5 (1 decimal place)

3; . 2 7 5 (3 dedimal plades)

321

Exercise
Some of the products in these problems

are wrong. Copy the problems and multiply
them correctly. Follow the steps you just
learned. Write the correct producth. Then
check your answers.

1. 0.6 x 1.23 = .831

2. 1.156 X .3 = 32.61
3. 3.5 x .5 = 1.75
4. 10.5 x 4.25 = 44.7
5. 1.3 x .2 = 62.2
6. .15 x 63 = 94.5

7. 10 x .73 = 6.30
8. 2.7 x .06 = .162
9. .44 x 12 = 82.5

10. 8.6 x .54 = 4.633

14791,
9i."8 OE'L 'L SY'6 '9 9Z '9 9Z9'pt
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Completing the Product
Sometimes when you multiply a problem

you'J1 get an ar .wer that does not have
enough places. For example, look at this
roblem. How many total decimal places
are in the factors? How many places are in
the product?

1 i4
x .03

342

There is a total of four decimal places in
the factors. So the answer must have four
decimal plar -s. But there are only three
places in the product You must writ the
product so that it has one more decimal
place.

Here's how to do that Write a zero in
front of the product. Then write a decimal
nnint in front of that zero.

1.14
k '03

.0342

Now look at this problem. Then answer the
questions.

.12
x .3

36

a. How many total decimal places are in
the factors?

b. How many places are in the product?
c. How many zeros should you write in the

product?
d. What is the col rect answer?

980' 'P
oiaz auo .3 pripoad ato Ixt saaold anq
saoold loupaap rem aauis maattsuv
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Remember:
When a product does not have

enough places, do this:
Write zeros in front of the product.
Write as many zeros as you need
decimal places.
Write a decimal point in front of
those zeros.

E xercise
Copy these problems. Write the decimal

point correctly in each problem. Then check
your answers.

1. .12 4. .214
x .24 21

288 4494

7.9 5. 1.62
x 008 x 03

632 486

3. .04 6. .114
:2 x_ .86

8 9804

170860' '9 98170' '2 17617i70'
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Rounding Decimals
Rounding Off

Supwae you are solving this real life
problem: You are shopping ft:U. food. You
buy vegetables that cost $.89 a pound. The
vegetables weigh 1.25 pounds. How much
do you pay for the vegetables?

1.25 rioundt
x .89 cost imr pound

$1.1125 total cost

The answer to the problem is in ten
thousandths. But when we do everyday
shopping, we usually figure money in
hundredths. To figure exactly how much to
pay for the veKetables, you must round the
answer to the nearest hundredth. (When we
figure with money, we say we are rounding
to the nearest cent or rwnny.)

The Nearest Hundredth
Here's how_to round that answer to tlie

nearest hundredth (cent or penny):
FirSt find the digit in the thousandths

place. Drop all digits after it.
$1.112

Now look at the digit in the thousandths
decimal place. What digit is in_ that place?

If the digit in the thousandths place is
less than 5, you'd round off the decimal. To
do that, simply drop the digit that'S in the
thousandths place. The digit 2 is less thr.:n
5, so you'd round off the decimal like this:

$1.11

Exercise
Round off these amounts.

1. $1.0645 3. $ .3912
2. $ .993 4. $50.254

st09s

Rounding Up
You now buy a fish that weighs 1.75

pounds. It costs $.98 a pouni. How much do
you pay for it?

1.75 pounds
x .98 cost per pound

$1.715 total cost

Notice this: the di_git in the thousandths
decimal place is 5. When the digit in the
thousandths place is 5 or more, you round
up to the nearest hundredth (cent or
penny). Here's how to do that:

Round up the digit in the hundredths
place to the next munber.

$1.725

Drop the digit that's in the thousandths
place.

$1.72

How would you round these amounts?
a. $1.089 c. $ .6777
b. $ .999 d. $40.1388

WOK .1)
99$ *3 00'3 '01 601$ nmahistly

Eireicise
Copy and solve these probiems. Round

your answers to the nearest hundredth.
I. $3.35 an hour x .5 hour
2. 1.5 pounds x $.69 a pound
3. $4.39 an hour x 1.25 hours
4. 12.72 gallons x $1.29 a gallon
5. 6.26 gallons x $1.09 a gallon
6. $1.75 per mile x 5.5 miles

E9'6$ 9 E*9$ '9 1.17'93 '17
6E'S 'E 66*$ 'E 90$ 'I :glaAisuy 6t71$ 'E 170 'E 991.$ :s.iantsuv
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Unit Review

Check Yourself
1. Copy these multiplication problems. 4. Choose the right word to complete each

Write each decimal point in the correct sentence.
place. You will need to add zeros to some factor product round
products. a. You call the answer for numbers that
a. 4.5 b. 1.03 c. 18.02 you multiply a

_3.1 x .045 x 1.49 b. To count decimal places in a

1395 4635 268498 you start at its decimal point and
count each place from right to left.

3.5 e. .678 f. .75 C. $ 568 to $.57.
X 02 x 0-1

70 678 1800

2. Copy and solve these multiplication
problems.
a. 2.981 x .3

c. 2.5 x .16

b. .135 x .04

d. 44.3
_x_007

e. 22.6 f. .134
x 12.18 x .124

3. Solve these word problems. Round
answers to the nearest hundredth.
a. Jamie fills the gas tank of her car

with 8.7 gallons of gas. One gallon
costs $1.129. What is the total price
that Jamie pays?

b. Kim works at the Lake Bakery. She
works 1875 hours this week. She
earns $3.35 per hour. How much doe§
she earn in all?

c. The fruit stand sells bananas for $.39
a pound. Carl buys 3.5 pounds. How
much does he pay?

Bonus Wca
1. Make a poster that shows the steps for

one of these things:
a. getting a total of decimal places from

the factors of a multiplication
probkm.

b. writing the decimal point in the
product correctly.

c. multiplying decimal numbers.
2. Make up a word problem about decimal

numbers that you multiply. Solve the
problem. Then give it to your classmates
to solve.

3. How much would you earn if you worked
theSe hours one week and if you were
paid these wages? Round amounts to the
nearest hundredth.

Wage Hours per Week
a. $4.15 28.75 hourS
b. $5.37 41.5 hours
c. $8.31 38.25 hours



Unit 5

Dividing Dechna s

Picture this:
You have a job packing boxes. You pack

13 boxes in 60.25 minutes. How long does it
take you to pack 1 box?

You want to buy a large bottle of soft
dthik. You can buy a 16-ounce bottle that
costs $1.99, or you can buy a 22-ounce
bottle that costs $2.15. Which bottle gives
you more for your money?

You own a ear. It takes 13.8 gallons of
gas to fill up the gas tank. You can travel
260.75 miles on that tank of gas. How
many miles can you travel on 1 gallon of
gas?

Many real fife problems are like the
ones you just read. Those problems are
usually about money, amounts that are
measured, or time. What other real life
problems can you think of that are about
money, measurements, or time?

To find the answer to those problems,
you must divide. The number you divide
could be a decimal. The number you divide
by could also be a decimal.

You must follow certain rules when you
divide with decimals. If you don't, your
answer won't be correct. You'll learn those
rules in this unit.

Math Words
Look up these words in the glossary.

What do they mean?
dividend divisor
quotient remainder

4 0
37



Division Words
In this unit, you'll use words that name

parts of division problems. Here are three
of those words:

divisor: A divisor is the number you
divide by.

dividend: A dividend is the number
you divide.

quotient: A quotient is the answer to a
division problem.

Look at this math sentence:
1.5 ÷ 3 = .5

Which number is the divisor? Which
number is the dividend? And which number
is the quotient?

Right! 3 is the divisor, It is the number
you'd divide by. 1.5 is the dividend. It is the
number that will be divided. And .5 is the
quotientAt is the answer you get when you
divide 1.5 by 3.

Exercise
Look at these problems and their

answers. Which numbers an divisors?
Which are dividends? Which are quotients?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

6.4 .2 = 32
27 .3 = 90
167.28 13.6

1.99

= 12.3

2

_1,02_
5 I 5

3.07
.3 1 .921

LOT :luagonb 1.g6. :puepiny E. uogrAw .9
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Copy the Problem Correctly
Look at this math sentence:

25.4 .5
Which number is the divisor? Which is the
dividend?

When you're writing a division problem,
it's ea:, y to mix up the divisor and the
dividend; It's also easy to copy a decimal
wrong and put the decimal point in the
wrong place. So always check the numbers
after you write them; Make sure that:

The number you divide by is in the
divisor's place.

The number you divide is in the
dividend's place.

The numbers are copied correctly.

.5 1--27

Exercise
Number a paper from 1 to 6. Then look

at the math sentences. Look at the division
problems under them. If the problem is
written correctly, write correct. If the
problem is not written correctly, write it
correctly on your paper. Then check your
work.

1. 18.3 .4 4. 193.54 .5

.4 178.3 .5

2. 9.02 1.7 5. .3873 .03

9.02 I 1.7 .003 17.--?783

3. .87 .25 6. 3.138 3.13

2.5 Fir 3.13 I318.7

41
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Dividing by a Whole Number
Suppose you are dividing this problem.

The divisor is a whole number.
1.55 5

Follow these steps when dividing decimals
by a whole number:

1. Write the problem.
Which number is the divisor? Which is

the dividend?

5 117g-

2. Write the decimal point for the
quotient.
Find the decimal point in the dividend.

Write another decimal point directly above
it. That will be the decimal point in the
quotient.

5 ITET

3. Divide the dividend.
Now divide the dividend the same way

you divide whole numbers. As you divide
each number, write the answer directly
above the last digit in that number.

.13 '1
5 [1137

When you finish dividing, the decimal
points and decimal places in both the
quotient and the dividend should line up.
Which numbers line up in the problem
above?

A Rule to Remember
Here's the first rule to remember

when you divide with decimals:
Rule 1: Line up decimal points and

decimal places in the dividend and
quotient.

C

N."

Exercise
Write and solve these p

check your answers. If you
answer, do the problem ag

roblems. Then
get a wrong

ain.

1. .36 3 6. 16.800 8

2. .864 -I- 2 7. 862.44 ÷ 2
3. .770 7 8. 66.36 12

4. 2.5 5 9. 37.95 ÷ 15
5. 8.48 4 10. 5.775 4- 25

LEZ*
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Filling AP the Decimal Places
Look at the dividends and quotients in

these problems. Notice how they line up.
2 4

2 1L.
3

3

In division problems, decimal points and
decimal places should line up. Each decimal
place should be filled by a digit.

But sometimes this happens with
certain problems: There aren't enough
digits to fill all the decimal places. Here's
how to solve those problems:

1. Write the problem.
Example: .2 5

5

2. Write the decimal point for the
quotient.

5

3. Rename the dividend if needed.
In the example, 2 cannot be divided by

5. You must rename the dividend to divide
it. To do that, write a zero after the last
digit in the dividend. Write only as many
zeros as you need. How many zeros are
needed in the example?

5 IT:1

4. Divide the dividend.
As you divide a number, write the

answer above the last digit of that number.
. -4-

5 ITiCT

5. Fill empty decimal places.
The quotient has one filled decimal

place and one empty decimal place. Write
zero in the empty decimal place.

.04
5 17

40

Now look at this problem: .3015 15

. 201
15 17-315

_30

1

0

15
15

00

a. How many filled decimal places are in
the dividend?

b. How many filled decimal places should
there be in the quotient?

c. What is the correct answer to the
problem?

1-(20. *0
.luaponb
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A Rule to Remember
Here's a second rule to remember

when you_ divide with decimals:
Rule 2: The quotient and dividend

must have the same number of filled
decimal places.

Exercise
Write and solve these problems. Then

check your answers. If you get a wrong
answer, do the problem again.
1. .36 6 4. .12 60

2. .5 ÷ 25 5. .3 75

3. 6.3 6 6. .60 ÷ 150

1700 '9 1700' '9
oo 't 90 i. 90' 'I maaAtsuy



Dividing with Decimals
DiViding a Decimal by a Decimal

Many problem will ask you to divide a
decimal by a decimal. Before you can
divide, you must rename the divisor as a
whole number. To solve problems like that:

1. Write a math sentence for the
problem.

.3750 .50

2. Rename the divisor as a whole
number.
You rename a decimal as a whole

number by moving its decimal point. You
move it behind the last digit in the divisor.
To show where the decimal point goes, put
a mark behind the last digit.

. 3 7 5 0 5 0

3. Rename the dividend.
When you move the decimal point in the

divisor, you must also move the decimal_
point in the dividend. Count the decimal
places that you move the decimal point in
the divisor. Move the decimal point in the
dividend the same number of places. Put a
mark in the dividend to show where the
decimal point goes.

3 7 5 0 ÷ 5 0
1 2 1 2

4. Write the problem with the renamed
divisor and dividend.
Now you can solve the problem.

50. 3 7 . 5
3_5_0

2 5 0
2 5 0
0 0

Now suppose you solve this problem.
2.412 1.2

a. What do you rename its divisor?
b. What do you rename its dividend?
c. What is the answer to the problem?

1.0z '0 .41 i, :saamsuy

DividirrI a Whole Number
Here's how to divide a whole number by

a decimal or mixed decimal.

1. Write a math sentence.
Write the whole number with a decimal

point after it.
36. 1.20

2 Rename the divisor as a whole
number. 3 6 . 1 , 20.

3. Rename the dividend.
Count the number of place you move

the decimal point in the divisor. In the
dividend, write the same number of zeros
after the decimal point. Move the decimal
point behind the last zero. Put a mark
there.

3 6 0 0 120.
1 2 1 2

4. Write the problem with the renamed
divisor and dividend.
Now you can solve the problem. What's

the answer?
120. IT01'.1.

oc Liamsuy

A Rule to Remember
Here's a third rule to remember

when you divide with decimals:
Rule 3: If the divisor is a decimal

or mixed decimal, rename it as a whole
number.

Exercise
Rename these math sentences. Then

write the problems and solve them.
1. .84 ÷ .2 4. .049 ÷ .7
2. 5.55 .5 5. 16 .04

3. .625 .025 6. 48 .08

LO"p SZ T
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Getting a Problem to Divide Evenly
Look at this problem:

.05
50

2 50

33-
Notice this: The divisor does not divide the
dividend evenly. There is a remainder a
number left over. What number is the
remainder?

In the problem, 50 does not divide Z83
evenly. 33 is left over. But you can continue
to divide until there are no remainder&

Here's how to solve those kinds of
problems:

1. Rename the dividend.
Write a zero after the last digit in the

dividend. Then divide as usual. Does the
answer come out evenly?

_056
50 1:1-30

300

30

2. If you still get a remainder, rename
the dividend again.
Sometimes writing one zero after the

dividend is not enough. You still get a
remainder. Add another zero and divide
again. Keep doing that until you can finally
divide the dividend evenly.

_0566
50 I-03W

2

300

000

42

Now solve these problems. Rename the
dividend in each problem until you can
divide it evenly.

1. 14 FT 2; 4 F.Fr

ooLz. I t, 06171171.
9L9O 'Z SC '1

:siamsuv

Exercise
Write these problems and solve them.

Then check your answers.
1. .6 .25

2. 7.56 21

3. 1.2 20

4. 5.51 38

5. 1.8 16

6. .147 1.75

7. 13.6 ÷. 32
8 .84 1.12
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Rounding Quotients
Suppose you divide a problem and this

happens: You rename the dividend three
times and you still get a remainder. The
problems below are like that (The three
dots behind the quotients cad dividends
show that the problems can still be
divided.)
1. .0333

9

1

. .1285
7 ;91-656.

7-

35

5
You won't be able to divide those

problems evenly, no matter how many
times you rename the dividend. You'll
always get a remainder.

When you solve those kinds of problems,
do this: Round their answers. Round them
to the nearest hundredth. Or round them to
the nearest thousandth.

The Nearest Thousandth
You learned how to round a decimal to

the nearest hundredth in Unit 4. Here's
how to round a decimal to the nearest
thousandth:

First -find the digit in the ten
thousandths place. Drop all digits after it.

.0033 .1285
If the digit in the ten thousandths place

is less than 5, round it off
.0033 -=) .003

_If the digit in the ten thnusandths place
is 5 or more, drop it. Then .eund up the
digit in the thousandths place.

.1285 ) .129

, J
How would you round these numbers to

the nearest thousandth?
a. 1.0645 C. .3912555
b. .9954 d. 5.038613

6E0'9 13
1.6E" 3 966' 'cl 9901 3 :slamsuy

Exercise
1. Round these decimals to the nearest

thousandth;
a. 9.9994
b. 426.0555
C. ;73612

2. Round these decimals to the nearest
hundredth.

2;469
b. 56.78411
c. 303.876

3. Solve these problems. Round your
answers to the nearest thousandth.
a. 2.3 3
b. 2.6 ÷ 2.1

4. Solve these problems. Round your
answers to the nem est hundredth.
U. 3.1 .09
b. 4 + .6

L9*9 wts
inn 1 L9L:

EtEITAC 3 8L.9g CI LVZ 8 *g
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Unit Review

Check Yourself
1. The quotients of these problems are

wrong. Work each problem correctly.
Then explain why each problem was
wrong and what you did to correct it.
a. 8.32 4 d. .0156 3.9

. 2=03
r-.1-75-i-

"It
301 015.

b. 36 .12 e. 213.66 3

3 7/2.2
.12 / 36 3/2/36.6

c. .025 ÷ .5 f; 6 .002

. os
6-/-(375- 2 600

2. Copy and solve these problems on
another sheet of paper. Round answers
to the nearest hundredth.
Divide by these whole nrmzbers.
a. 24A 4 d. 32 + 14
b. .183 5 e. $2.18 10

f. $.75 ÷ 3
Divide by these decimals.
g. .08 .2 j. .007 ÷ .14
h. 12.992 + .6 k. $23.89 ÷ 2.5
i. 9.25 3.7 1. $115.35 ÷ 3.45
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3. Read and solve these word problems.
a. The Madison family is driving to

Dallas, Texa3 They travel 327.8
miles. Their car uses up 11 gallons of
gas altogether. How many miles has
their car traveled per gallon of gas?

b. Larry drives 41.3 miles to work every
day. It takes him .75-hour (.4 hour) to
drive that distance. How fast does he
drive per hour? (Round your answer
t(J the nee rest hundredth.)

c. Clara wants to get the most for her
money when she buys a 1Yox of cereal.
She could buy a 17.5-ounce_box_at
$2.85 or a 20-ounce box at $2.99.
Which box of cereal is a better buy?
(Hint: Which costs less per ounce?)

4. Choose the correct word or words to
complete each sentence below.
dividend quodent
divisor remainder
a. When the has a decimal, you

must rename it as a whole number.
b. The answer to a division problem is

called a
c. When you move the decimal point in

the divisor, you must also move the
decimal point in the

d. When a number will not divide
evenly, it leaves a

Bonus Work
GS to a grocery store. Compare the

r:ices and weights of different brands of the
same kind of food. Then make a poster with
your information. Use this title: Be a Wise
Shopper.
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Unit 6

Percents

far,you've shown parts of whole
amounts in two ways: You've shown them
as common fractions. And you've shown
them as decimals.

Another way to show parts of whole
amounts is with percents. A percent is
simply another way to write a fraction.

We use percents a great deal in
everyday life. Look around you. You can
see and hear percents being used almost
every place you go. For example, let's say:

You're riding a bus to school. The person
next to you is reading a newspaper. You
read the headline:

72% Vote in Election
In your math class you get back a test
you took. On the test you see:

Your score-92%

You buy a bag of chips for a snack. You
read this on tire, package:

5Ci% less salt
After school you go to a record store. You
buy a record. The sales clerk tells you:

"The tax is six and a half percent."
When you get hofne, you listen to your
new record. Somebody sings,

"I love you one hundred percent!"

What are some other places where you
might see or hear percents being used?

In this unit, you'll learn exactly what
percents are. You'll learn what they mean,
too.

Math Words
Look up these words in the glossary.

What do they mean?
one hundred percent percent
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What Is a Percent?
Lnok at this simpe. It is divided into 100

equal parts.

MN'

Each part is a fraction of all the parts.
That fraction is one hundredth of all the
parts.

Each part is also orre percent of all the
parts. A percent is another way to write a
fraction.

But percents show only one kind of
fraction. What kind of fraction do you think
that is?

UK) Equal Parts
Percents only show fractions of things

that are divided into 100 equal parts. In
fact the wofd percent means "part of one
hundred." So, a percent is one part of one
hundred parts (4). Two percent is two
parts of one hundred parts (4). Three
percent is three parta of one hundred parts
(4), and so on.

Araounth that are divided into 100 equal
parts can be shown in other ways besides
percents. They can be shown as decimals.
And they can be shown as common
fractions. For example, you can show 1 part
of 100 parts like this:

1 percent or .01 or
They are all the same. They all equal the
same amountone hundredth.

1 percent = .01 = (a hundredth)

46

What decimals and common fractions
are the same as these percents?
a. 10 percent
b. 18 percent
c. 25 percent

(swooping gz) gz. = luoalod g 3
= 81. = Imam! 91.
= Inoalodamosi.

(SIPPJPunq 81.)
(stilImPunq 01.)

Remember:
A percent is part of an amount that

is divided into 100 equal parts. So 1
percent is the same as .01 or

Exercise
1. Write fractions that are the same as

these percents.
a. 4 percent e. 9 percent
b. 5 percent f. 75 percent
c. 20 percent g. 66 percent
d. 80 percent h. 99 percent

2. Write decimals that are the same as
these percents.
a. 6 percent e. 8_percent
b. 7 percent f. 28 percent
c. 3 percent g. 79 percent
d. 30 percent h. 50 percent

3. Write fractions and decimals that are
the same as the percents in these
sentences.
a. She did 72 percent of her homework.
b. 18 percent of the students are absent.
c. 75_percent of the voters voted.

fa 'a 0£*

la 41
69
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Writing Percents
You learned that fractions are made up

of numerators and denominators. Think of
the fraction one hundredth. Which number
is the numerator? Which number is the
denominator?

When you write a common fraction, you
show the numerator and denominator of
one hundredth like this:

1 numerator
-100 denominator

When you write the same fraction as a
decimal, you use a decimal point and two
decimal places to show the denominator.
The numerator is the numeral in the
decimal.

.01
How do you show the numerator and

denominator of that fraction when you
write it as a percent?

The Denominator Is 100
When you write a percent, the numeral

you write is the numerator. The word
percent tells you that the denominator is
100. You can also show the denominator by
using the percent sign: %. For example:

Tay is 5% or 5 percent
.05 is 5% or 5 percent

100 Pennies
Now think of a dollar. It can be divided

into 100 equal parts. What are those parts?
Ri ght! the 100 equal parts of a dollar

are pennies (or cents). What percent is one
part of the dollar? What percent is 60 parts
of the dollar?

Each part of the dollar is 1%. So 60
parts are 60%.

Exercise
Count the pennies in each picture. Then

write the percent that shows what part of a
dollar those pennies are. Use the percent
sign.

50
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A Hundred Percent
You've learned that percents show pArts

of whole amounts. And those amounts are
divide-cl into 100 equal parts. So 1% is one
pExt of 100 parts. 20% is 20 parts of 100
parts. And 90% is 90 parts of 100 parts.
What percent are all 100 parts?

Right! All 100 parts are 100%. All 100
parts are also one whole amount. So 100%
stands for a whole amount.

One Whole Thing
A whole amount can be one whole thing.

For example, a gallon of milk is a whole
amount. A whole pizza is also a whole
amount. All of the pizza is 100% of one
whole thing. And all of the milk is 100% of
one Whole thing.

What are other examples of things that
are 100 percent of one whole thing?

One Whole Group
A whole amount can be a group of

things. For example, a carton of eggs is a
whole amount. A Six-pack of soft drinks is
also a whole amount.

12 eggs in a carton are 100% of a whole
group. And six cans of soft drink are 100%
of another whole group.

Here's another example: A class of
students can be a whole group. All the
students that belong to a class make up
100% of a whole group. If 30 students
btlong to the class, 100% is 30. But if 12
students belong to the class, then 100% is 12.

How many students make up 100% of
your class?
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One whole thing -a- 100%

One whole group = 100%

Remember:
100% stands for a whole amount.

That whole amount can be a whole
group of things or one whole thing.

Exercise
What amounts make up 100% of these

groups?
L A high school basketball team playing on

the mint.
2. A baseball team playing on the field
3. A fbotball team playing on the field
4. A class of two dozen people
5. A class of four dozen people
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How Many HundredthS?
Supkoae you read a newspaper headline

that tells you this: 75% of the people who
voted in an election voted for a certain
rversm. Can you figure out what peicent did
not vote for that person?

Remember: A whole amount is 100%.
So, if 75% voted for the person, 25% did
not.

100% all voters 75% for
75% for + 25% not for

25% not for 100% all voters
How many voters actually voted? You

cannot tell. You only know the percent of
voters. For example, 100% does not mean
there were 100 voters. 100% stands for the
total amount, whatever that total amount
may be.

60 in All
Suppose you take a test for a driver's

license. The test has 60 questions. If you
answer all 60 correctly, what is your score?

Your score is wook. If you answer 45 of
those questions correctly, your score is 75%.

20 hi All
Suppose you take a math test. The test

has 20 questions. What is your score if you
answer all 20 questions correctly?

Your score is also 100%. If you answer
15 questions correctly, your score is 75%.

They Are All 100%
60 correct questions is 100%. And 20

correct questions is 100%. 45 correct
questions is 75%. And 15 correct questions
is 75%. How can that be?

The two tests are made up of two
different whole amounts. One whole amount
is 60. The other whole amount is 20. When
we use percents, we divide the diffeftnt
whole amounts the same wayinto 100
equal parts.

To score a test of 60 questions, we divide
the 60 into 100 equal parts. The 60 is now
the same as 100 parts of 100 parts or go, It
is 100%, or the whole amount. And 35_
questions is 75 parts of 100 parts, or a. 35
is 75% of the whole amount.

To score a test of 20 questions, we divide
the 20 into 100 equal parts. 20 is the same
as 100 parts 4100 parts. And 15 is the
same as 75 parts of 100 parts. What percent
is 20 questions? How would you write that
percent as a-fraction? What percent is 15
questions? How would you write that
percent as a fraction?

" S! 91.

Sit 10 °kW S! OZ

Exercise
1. Write percents and fractions for these

numbers. The first is done.
a. 10 questions = 50 parts _cif 100 parts

10 questions; = 50% =
b. 10 cups = '75 parts of 100 parts

10 cups = =
C. 25 miles = 115 parts_of 100 partS

25 miles = =
d. 25 hours = 40 parts=of 100 parts

25 hours =
2. Read and solve these word problems.

a. Toni pays 75% of his loan.
What percent is left to pay?

b. Angel puts 15% of her paycheck into
her saving account. What percent
does she have left?
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More Than 100%
Let's say you work in a deli. You are

making a dessert. You must make enough
to fill just one pan. But when you make the
dessert, it fills two_pans. You now have two
times the amount of one pan.

You have 100% of dessert when you fill
one pan. You have 100% mare dessert when
you fill the other pan. What percent of
dessert doyou have altogether?

Right! You have 200% of dessert.
When you work with percents, you

sometimes need to show amounts that are
more thali one whole amount. You do that
by adding the other amounts to the whole
amount. For example:

100% + 100% 200%
Now suppose you make another bathh of

dessert. This time the dessert fills 1 pan.
Then it fills half of another pan (50%).
What percent of dessert do you have?

You have 150%. The pan that's filled is
100%. The pan that's half filled is 50%.

100% + 50% = 150%

Exercise
Add these percents. Then check your

answers.
1. 100% + 75% 4. 100% + 5% + 1%
2. 100% + 99% 5. 100% + 23% + 72%
& 100% + 1% & 100% + 50% + 50%

%00 9 %961 2 %90t
%tOt 0/ 66t 7 %9LI auettieuv
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100% Plus a Fraction
Imagine that you are back in the deli,

making another batch of dessert. This time
you make enough to fill one pan and a tiny
bit of another pan. That tiny bit is less than
one percent of the pan. In fact, it is of a
percent. What percent of dessert do you
have altogether?

You have 1001% of dessert. In other
words, you have 100% (a whole amount)
and I% (a fraction of one percent).

100% +1 1001%
You'd read 1001% as one hundred and

one-half percent.
You can also show that amount with a

decimal:
100-N = 100.5%

You'd read 100.5% as one hundred and
five-tenths percent. Or one hundred and
pointfive percent.

When you work with percents, you'll
sometimes use amounts that are fractions
of one percent. That one percent can be
divided into any number of equal parts.

Suppose a percent is divided into three
parts. What percent is one part? What
percent is two parts?

Right! One part of that percent is
And two parts are

Exercise
Add these percenth.

1. 100% + 1% 3. 100% + .25%
2. 100% + -3-4% 4. 100% + .1% + .5%

%WOOL 't
%Sr001.
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Unit Review

ChWck Yourself
1. What things make up one hundred

percent?

a. Name five groups of things that make
up one hundred imrcent. (An example
is one carton of eggs.)

b. Name five separate things that make
up 100 percent. (An example is one
bicycle.)

2. How many hundredths do these percents
show?

a. 18% d. 78%
b. 42% 6. 11%
C. 87% f. 39%

3. Read and solve these word problems.

a. 85% of the students in Mt. Lander
High School voted in the school
election. What percent of students did
not vote in the election?

b. Jim gays for gasoline for the family
car 35% of the time. What percent
shows how often his parents pay for
gas?

e. Debbie gets her science test back. Her
score shows she answered 82% of her
test correctly. What vercent of the
test did she get vrong?

4. Choose the right word to complete each
sentence.
percent one hundred percent
a. One is a hundredth of a whole

amount.
b. is all of 100 parts.

Bonus Work
L Make a poster that shows how we use

percents in real life. Look through
newspapers and magazines for ads and
stories that show percents. Cut them out
and paste them on poster-sized paper.

2. Get a partner and play "What Makes Up
100%?" You'll need these coins (or write
the amount of each coin on strips of
paper): three quarters, five dimes, five
nickels, and ten pennies. You'll also need
a pencil, a sheet of paper, and a timer.

Here's what you do:

54

a. Set the timer for 10 minutes.
b. Combine the amounts of any coins so

that they add up to $1.00. That's
100%. Example: the amounts of two
quarters and five dimes are 100%;

t. Write the coins that you put together.
Example: 2 quarters + 5 dimes

d. Make as many combinations as you
can before the time runs out.
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Unit 7

Ratios

Imagine this:
Your favorite clothing store is having a

me-day sale. All clothes are 50% off. If you
buy a pair of pantS on that day you will pay
$16. If you buy that same pair of pants the
next day, you will pay $32. The regular
price is twice as much as the sale price.
You'd save $1 out of $2.

Your favorite baseball team is off to a
pretty good start. So far it has played 20
games. It has lost only 5 of those games.
That means its win/loss record is 15 to
5or 3 to 1.

You've just read two-examples of using
thtios in everyday life. We use ratios to
compare a part of an amount with the
whole amount.- For example: We compare a
sales price with the regular price.

52

We alSo use ratioS to compare a part of
an amount with other parts of that amount.
For example: the win/loss l'ecord of a
baseball team.

In this unit, you'll learn that percents
are one kind of ratio. They are like the
ratio in the first example. You'll also learn
how to read and write those kinds of ratios.
And you'll see how they are used in
everyday life.

Math Words
Look up these words in the glossary.

What do they mean?
ratio reduce lowest terms
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Writing Ratios
Look at this shaPe. It is divided into 8

equal parta. Some of those parts are shaded.
How many parts are shaded compared to
the total parts?

To show how many shaded parts there
are compared to the total parts, we can
write a ratio like this:

shaded parts : total parts
5 : 8

When we write a ratio like that, we use
a colon(:). The colon separates the number
of parts from the number of total parts.
Which number shows the parts: the number
before or after the colon? Which shows the
total parts: The number before or after the
colon?

To read ratios that compare a part to its
whole amount, we say the number of parts
is "out or' the total number of parts. For
example, read 5 : 8 like this: five out of
eight.

Exercise
Read these ratios out loud. Which

number shows the parts? Which number
shows the total parts?

1. 6 : 1 2 4. 4 : 10

2. 3 : 10 5. 16 : 100

3. 9 : 20 6. 20 : 100

ellud MIN 001. tl-red
wiled p3101 001 `Klud 91 '9

slzed WW1 01 `14113d 17 '17

sllud IBM 06 `131-113d 6 'E
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Writing Ratios as Fractions
You learned to write ratios with a colon

like this:
shaded parts : total parts

5 : 8
You can also write a ratio so that it

looks like this:
5 shaded parts
ii total parts

Notice that the ratio now looks like a
fraction. That's because a ratio is a fraction.
A fraction shows ht. many parts there are
out of a total of parts.

Which term of the fraction shows the
part? Which term shows the total parts?
Right. The numerator shows the part. The
denominator shows the total parts.

Look at this group of shapes. How many
shapes are there in all? How many shapes
are shaded?

Right. There are ten shapes in all. Three
out of the ten shapes are shaded.
a. Write a ratio that compares the shapes

that are shaded to the total number of
shapes. Write the ratio as a fraction.

b. Write a ratio that compares the shapes
that are not shaded to the total number
of shapes. Write that ratio as a fraction.

model*: plot
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Percents Are RdtioS
When we use percents, we are using

ratios. A percent describes a part out of a
whole. For example, 25% is 25 parta out of
100 parts. You can easily see that a percent
is a ratio when you rename it as a fraction.
For example:

-25 parts
4°% = loo total warts

Here's how you'd write the ratio with a
colon:

_25_ parts
25% = total pole 25 : 100

You'd read that as 25 out of 100.

Ratios for 100%
Haw would you Nviite ratios for 100%?

To write a fraction ratio for 100%, write
100 as the denominator and 100 as the
numerator. To show that ratio with a colon,
write the colon between the nurneratzr and
the denominator:

100% = To- = 100 : 100
You'd read that ratio as 100 out of 100.

Ritilas for More Than 100%
How would you write ratios for percents

that are greater than 100%? You'd do the
same thing: write 100 as the denominator.
Write the part as the numerator. For
example, here's how to writh ratios for
250%:

250250% = Tro = 250 : 100
You'd read those ratios as 250 out of 100.
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Practice reading these ratios out loud.
Remember: The numerator is the first
number. The denominator is the second
number.
a. 20%
b. 55%
c. 99%

20 :

55 :

99 :

100

100

100

= =

= To--0 =
99

= 7-6-0 =
100d. 100% = To' = 100 : 100
150e. 150% = 100 = 150 : 100

Exercise
1. Read these math sentences. Write ratios

for the percenta. First write them as
fractions. Then write them as ratios with
a colon.
a. 26% girla in music class
b. 44% people voted in the election
c. 88% on the test
d. 125% price increase
e. 8% tax
f. 15% tip

2. Write these ratios as percents. Next
write them as fractions. Then write them
as ratios with a colon.
a. 28 out of 100 d. 90 out of 100
b. 60 out of 100 e. 80 out of 100
c. 40 out of 100 f. 75 out of 100

00 I. 9i 12-11 6/69i '1 001 : Ot7 %Of, '3
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Showing Ratios in Lowest Terms
At a school, several students were asked

to answer a question on a survey. The
question was: Do you think the President is
doug a gaod job?

Out of all the students, 60% said yes.
How do you show pat ratio as a fraction?

The answer is
On page 54, you learned to write

fraction ratios for percents. You learned to
write 100 as the denominator. So, 60% of
all the students would seem to be written

. Why is the correct fraction ratio and
not =1-6-&-?

Right!t is the answer you get when you
reduce I& to its lowest terms. When you
wfite a ratio as a fraction, you can reduce it
to itS lowest terms.

You reduce a fraction by dividing its
terms by a same number. For example:

60L 10 6:
iflO - 10 = 10

You keep dividing the terms by a same
number until you can't reduce them any
more.

60 10 _7_ 6 2 3
10 2

Let's go back to the survey. If 60% of all
students said yes, then 40% said no. What
fraction ratio of students said no? Reduce
your answer to its lowest terms.

I -7- 21_ =
a

011 Flys slueprus alp jo mantsuv

Exercise

1. Finish finding the correct ratios for these
percents. Reduce them to their lowest
terms.
a. 25%
b. 35%
c. 28%

25 -5-
100 = 20
35_
100
28 14
100 = 50 =

d. 90% = = 1-05 =
2. What iS the ratio for each percent? Write

the ratio as a fraction, then reduce the
fraction to its lowest terms.
a. 80% d. 16%
b. 75% e. 58%
C. 30% f. 45%

3. Write these ratios as fractions. Then
reduce them to their lowest terms.
a. 8 out of 10 d. 16 out of 48
b. 75 out of 100 e. 18 out of 58
c. 4 out of 6 f. 25 out of 100

_
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Finding Ratios in Word Probleins
Sometimes a problem will ask you to

find More than one ratio. For example:
Tony takes a math test. He answers

75% of the questions correctly. What is
the ratio of cornIct answers to all the
answers? What is the ratio of wrong
answers to all the answers?
Follow these steps to help you solve

those kinds of problems:

1. Look for the Sentences that tell you
what ratios to find.
In this problem you are finding two

rati ios. One s the ratio of correct answers
out of all answers. What is the other ratio?

2. Find the firSt ratio.
The problem tells you that 75% of the

answers are correct. You know that a
percent is a ratio. So, rename that percent
as a fraction.

-75-
TOY

3. Reduce to lowest terms.
5 = 5 = 3-

TO. -5 = N 5 = 4
The first ratio is this: 3 out of 4 answers

are correct.

4. Find the other Oeicent.
Now you must find the other ratiothe

ratio of wrong answers to all answers. To
do that, you must first figure out what
percent of answers are wrong. The problem
tells you-that 75% of the answers are
correct. How would you find the percent of
answers that are wrong?

100% al! answers

75% correct answers

25% wrong answers
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5. Find the second ratio.
Rename the percent as a fraction.

25
100

6; Reduce to lowest terms;
25 5 -== 5 5 1
100 5 = 20 5

The Other ratio is this: 1 out of 4
aniweri is Wrong.

Exercise
Read and solve these word problems.

Write fraction ratios. Then check your
answers.
1. 44% of the seniors at a high school plan

to go to a college. The rest plan to get
full-time jobs. Out of all seniors, what is
the nitio of thoge whG plan to go to a
college? What is the ratio of those wi,o
plan to wolic full time?

2. Kris is ao All-City basketball player.
She makes 60% of all baskets that she
shoots in a game. What is the ratio
of baskets she makes? Out of all the
baskets she shoots, what is the ratio of
baskets she misses?

3. Lin puts 30% of his pay into a savings
account. He uses the rest to pay bills.
What is the ratio of money he saves out
of his pay? What is the ratio of money he
spends out of his pay?

AIL spuads ag :iced sui Jo senes
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Unit Review

Check Yourself

1. Explain which numbers show a part and
which show a whole amount in these
ratios.
a. 2 3

2. Copy these fraction ratios. Reduce them
to 16V/est tering.

_s
a- IT d. 411,

42
b; ET-4 e;

66e 1168 E
3. Find ratios for thOk tutiounth. Write

fraction ratios and reduce them to lowest
terms.
a. 46 elderly people out of 121 church

members
b. four blaCk teenagers out of 98

teenagers
c. four out of seven Southeast Asian

Countries
d. 33 pages Out of 100 pages
e; $72 out of $100
f. 81 Children titit Of 1,800 people

4. Read and solve these word problems.
Write fraction ratios and reduce them to
lowest terms.
a. A drawing class has 28 students. 19

students use blue pens to do_a project.
5 Studenta tiSe blikk peria. What ratio
of students use blue pens?

b. Tara gets an allowance every week.
She Venda 75% of it on %dd. What
part of her total allowance is for food?

c. The Cortez brothers are nvAking
Snack nia fOr their hike. 20% Of their
mix is raisins. 80% is nuts.,What's
the ratio of raisins to the whole snack
mix?

5. Choose the right word to complete each
sentence below.
reduce lowest terms ratios
a. We can use to compare a part

with its whole amount.
b. You a ratio to its lowest terms

by dividing both terms by a same
whole number.

C. The 8 . 4for the ratio Tri 3..

Bonus Work
1. Use this _chart to figure out how many

hours out of 24 hours (a whole day) you
vend on these activities. Then make a
fraction ratio for eath activity, showing
how many hours out of 24 hours you
spend. Reduce ratios to lowest terms. An
eicample is shown.

Activity
Number

of Nourt Ratio

SIeepin 8 13 (

Eating

Walking

-Studying-

Wat:hing W.

I

2. How many people out of the total people
in your class have these qualities? Find
out. Then write ratios for each.
a. How many are female9 male?
b. How many are right-handed?

left-handed?
c. How many say blue is their favorite

color? green? red? yellow?

6 0
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Unit 8

Proportions

Suppose you read this story in a
newspaper:

200 graduating seniors from a high
school were asked what they planned to do
after they graduated.

Most students planned to go to college.
Others planned to get a job or join
military service. Some didn't know what
they would do. This chart shows how they
answered.

Number of
Seniors

Percent of
Seniors

college 110 55%
work 46 23%
military 12 6e/e

not sure 32 16%
Total 200 100%

You can figure out fraction ratios by
looking at the chart. For example, if 23% of
the students plan to work, then the ratio of
those students to the whole group is -14 or
23 out of 100.

58

But you can Alio write another kind of
ratio for that same group of students. That
ratio is -4A-. It shows the actual number of
students who planned to work, out of the
actual number of students who were asked.
hi other words: 46 students out of a total of
200 studentzlan to worki

w and are equivalent ratios. You
can use equivalent ratios to solve problems
about percentA. But first you must learn
how to make proportions.

Math Words
Look up these words in the glossary.

What do they mear?
cross product equivalent ratio

proportion
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Equivalent Ratios
In Unit 7, you learned to reduce a ratio

to its lowest terms. For example:
6 2 = 3
8 2 =

You do not change the value of the ratio
when you reduce it.

Look at these two shapes. Shape A is
the same size as shape B. They are
equivalents.

A

Let's divide thaPe A into 8 equal parts.
The ratio of those parts is 1. Let's divide
shave B into 4 equal parts. The ratio of
those partsis

4Why is w the same at 41

(1- = 8 out of 8 parts) (1 = 4 out of 4 parts)

Now, suppose 6 parts out of 8 parts in
shape A are shaded. The ratio of those
parts is And suppose 3 parts out of 4
parts in shape B are shaded. The ratio of
those parts is 1.

A

(1 = 6 out of 8 pTirts) = 3 out of 4 parts)

Look at the tize of all the shaded Parts
in shalie A. Compare it with the size of all
the shaded parts in shape B.

Why is the ratio equivalent to the
ratio 4?

Exercise
Write equivalents for these ratios. Be

sure to reduce them to their lowest terms.
1. 75 2. 3. A4-8- 4. 12g5

le .1, ff -c g :siaatsuy

Writing and Reading
Proportions

You can use equivalent ratios to solve
certain problems about percentt. But to do
that, you must first write the equivalent
ratios as a proportion. You do that by
writing the eqwvalent ratios with an equal
sign.

6 3For example, you know that -5 and 4. are
_6quivalent ratios. Here's how to write them

as a proportion.
6 3
13-

You can read that proportion as: 6 out of
8 is the same as 3 out of 4.

Now look at these equivalent ratios:
5 out of 10 1 out of 2

a. How would you write those ratios as a
proportion?

b. How would you read that proportion?

e Jo lrtO se awes alp sT I, le
A IL
:sJamsuv

Exercise
Write a proportion for each set of

equivalent ratios.
1. 15 out of 20 pounds is the same at 3 out

of 4 pounds.
2. 18 girls out of 46 students is the same as

2 girls out of 5 students.
3. $20 out of $100 is the same as $1 out of

$5.
4. 12 feet out of 38 feet is the same as 6

feet out of 19 feet.

IL .
9 ZI

=, it. g
Z 91

I = t
OZ

= :mammy
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Cheek by Multiplying
Look at this proportion:

2 40
5 = -17iRS

Is the proportion true? Is 2 out of 5 really
the same as 40 out of 100? Let's find out.
Follow thew steps:

1. Mulfiply across one way.
Multiply the numerator of the first ratio

with the denominator of the second ratio.
The answer is called a cross product. What
is this -cross product?

1111111141111kft°- 2 x t00 = 200
2. Multiply across the other way.

Now multiply the denominator of the
first ratio with the numerator of the second
ratio. What is_the cross product?

1/X x = 200

3. Compare the two cross products.
Are the two cross products the same? If

they are, the proportion is true.301f 2 x 100 = 200
culd 5 x 40 = 200

50 200 = 200

Remember:
If the cross products are the same,

the proi)ortion is true.

Exercise
See if these proportions are true or false.

Find their cross products.
2 50 0- 1 20I. 4 = 2. 10 = 100 0. = Tiro

asp.; .g
oos 00g :awl 7
00? = 00Z :awl 'I :sapAisuV
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Check by Reducing
Here's another way to see if a proportion

is true. Reduce both ratios to their lowest
terms. For example:

28 50
56 -= 100

1. Reduce the first ratio.

50
= 100

2

_2_8 2 s 2 7 7 I
964 2 x213+2.1-4-7=2

2. Reduce the second ratio.
1

.2tr -54r
100-

2 2

50_ 2 ' 5 - 5 -V
100 =7 2 c SO - 5 10 5

3. Compare the two reduced ratios.
Are the two reduced ratios the same? If

they are, the proportion is true.
1_

= 3ee-
2 2

t so
56 2 100 2

Remember:
If the reduced ratios are the same,

the proportion is true.

Exercise
Find out if the_ preport'utis are true or

false. Reduce the E., zios t..i Idwt terms.
1 3 7 , 2 25

1. '26" = TO15 2. = Icii I =

= :anal .g asiej .g Cit;i1St :Sjiht13111



Using Proportions with Percen s
Suppose ru take a math test that has

30 problems. You get your Wst back. It
shows tVio scores: fot- and 70%; One score is
a ratio that tells you how many of the 30
problems_ you actually got correct. Which
score is that?

The other score tells you what percent of
all the problems you got correct. How would
you write that as a fraction ratio?

E is the ratio that shows the actual
number of correct problems out of all the
problems. ;74 is the ratio that shows what
part out of the total amount is correct. Both
ratios equal the same amount So both
ratios are equivalentS.

Writing a Proportion with Ratios
Here's how you'd write those equivalent

ratios as a proportion:
problems wrrect 21. 70 parts

all problems ac total_parts

You'd read that proportion like this: 21
but Of 30 is the same as 70 out of 100. In
other words, 21 correct problems out of 30
is the same as 70% correct answers.

Now read this word problem.
You have $84. You spend $21 on

groceries. That's 25% of your money.
Write a proportion that shows how
much of the money you spend and
what part of the whole amount it is.

a. What ratio shows the money you
actually spend out of the money you
actually have?

b. What ratio shows the part you spend out
of the whole amount?

c. How would you show those ratios as a
proportion?

(001 Jo 4110 gZ SR CotlIES eq4 s! te Jo 4110 )

Le
*0 M. 42 -%

Se St a iv*
:sjatasuv

Exercise
Write a proportion for each problern. To

see if the proportion is true, find the CrOSS
products or reduce both ratios.
1. You have $18. You spend $9. That's 50%

of all the money.
money you spend part

all the money total amount
2. Jim saves 25% of his paycheck. His
paycheck is for $216. He puts $54 of it into
his savings account.

savings part
paycheck total amount

3. Bernie's Shoe Store is having a sale. All
shoes are 50% off. A pair of shoes that costs
$48 now costs $24 on sa!e.

money -All spend a part
all the money 11 total amount

4. Jerry weighs 168 pounds. He loses 42
: -.Inds. That's 25% of his total weight.

welghthe loses 11 111 part
total weight total amount

.1,
St et,
00,
oi Pt

E
SC PS

= "LI :szaAtsuyos 6
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Dropping Zeros
Sometimes the tw6 terms in a ratio will

have zeros. For example:
800-

4000
You'll find it easier to multiply or divide

those terms if you drop the zeros in the
ratio. When you drop zeros you quickly
reduce the ratio to a smaller equivalent.
Here's what to do:

1. Make sure both terms have zeros.
Do both terms of the ratio have zeros? If

so, you can drop zeros from that ratio.

2. Start with the term that has the
fewest zeros.
Find the term that has the fewest zeros.

Draw lines through those zeros.

1 1 1

3. Count the same number of zeros in
the other term.
Next, draw a line through the same

number of zeros in the other term.

4. Drop the zeros that have lines.
Nqw drop all-the zeros that have_lines

through them. The reduced ratio is 8 out of
40. That ratio is equivalent to 800 out of
4000. They both equal the same amount.

ao
:Ty
Ts 't

Exercise
Drop the zeros in these ratios. Then

check your answers.
-2o- 250

1. 2. 3. l000
Z10°

900m tp
= 7505, 10,. Tow

9
SL

*e -ILsz

62

.

:saahtsuy

Zeros in a Proportion
Suppose you want to make sure this

proportion is true.
800 22_
at000 =

Follow these steps:

1. Look for zeros in the first ratio.
Both terms have zeros. So you can dr

zeros from the ratio.
22
110

2. Look for zeros in the other ratio.
Only one term has a zero. So you can't

drop zeros from the ratio.

1, 5 5 -
Now see if the proportion is true.

3. Cross multikly:

8 110 = and 40 x 22
Or reduce:

8
40

-8
To-

22

-22- 2
2

=
=

11
55 ii

=
=

I
110

8 = 11118 ; j and 110

a. Find the cross products. What are they"
b. Reduce both ratios to lowest terms.

What i:re the reduced ratios?

s _ q 088 = 088 `11 mlomsaV

Exercise
Drop zeros wherever you can. Then see

if these proportions are true.
1. Find cross products.

10 50 40 14
a. 20 = 100 U. 200 .4= 70

2. Reduce ratios to their lowest terms.
60 32 40b. ro --106a. loo = so

--- ci
= -q

.8
01. = 01. .0

ar.loAtguir



Unit Review

Check Yourself

I. Write a proportion for each of these
equivalent ratios.
a. 2 out of 4 is the same as 3 _out of 6
b. 8 out of 12 is the same as 2 out of 3
c. 25 out of 30 is the same as 5 out of 6
d. 22 out of 56 is the same as 11 out

of 28
e. 8 out of 9 is the same as 32 out of 36

2. Find out if these proportions are correct.
Find the cross products or reduce ratios.
Then write yes or no.

-2- -e-a.
= 4 4 18e. 5 = 25_

5 25
C.

3. Write a proportion for each of these
equivalent ratios. Check the proportions
by cross multiplying or reducing ratios.
a. TO- is the same as 50%

b. I is the same as 50%
3c. is the same as 75%

d. is the same as 75%

e. 5 is the same as 25%
f. 7: is the same as 25%

4. Reduce these ratios to lowest terms.
Drop zeros whenever you can.

300 20 8 7
a. 1200 = _80 U. 56_ = 49

46G 42-b. yi-s --= 450 e. 360 = 27
9_ 54- * 260 330

C. 27 = 162 l° 520 = 660

5. Choose the right word or words to
complete each sentence.
cross product equivalent ratios
proportion
a. A shows two ratios that are

equal.
b. You get a when you

multiply the numerator of one ratio
with the denominator of the other
ratio in a proportion.

C. and 4- compare the same part out of
a whole. They are

Bonus Wont
1. Look at the chart on page 58. Write a

proportion for each answer on that chart.
Make sure your proportion is correct by
comparing the cross products.

2. Make a poster that shows how to check a
proportion by comparing its cross
products or reducing its terms.



Unit 9

Solving Percent Problems

25%
r .c";..c., cAcif

_

0

.4 /2 .

/,/. oc;

ale ail man

Imagine this:
You're a salesclerk in a record store.

Tomorrow the store is having a sale.
Everything will be 25% off. Your boss tells
you to figure the sale prices for records that
cost $8, $12, and $14.

To figure the sale prices, you must first
find 25% of the regular prices. Do you know
how to find a percent of an amount?

Now suppose the sale is on. A customer
wants to buy a record. The regular price for
the record is $8. But the tag on the record
has a sale price of $7. The customer says,
"This price is not 25% off." How would you
show her that it is or isn't?

Now imagine that the sale is over. Your
boss wants you to mark the records back to
their regular prices. You can't remember
the regular price of some of the records.
Those records have a sale price of $10.50.
How would you figure the regular price?

64

These problems are all about percents.
They are the kinds of problems you'll be
solving in everyday life. You can solve all
three kinds of problems easily by using a
proportion.

In Unit 8, you learned to understand
and write proportions. In this unit, you'll
use what you've learned. You'll solve three
different kinds of percent problems by using
just one kind of proportion.

Math Words
Look up these words in the glossary.

What do they mean?
known term unknown term

6 7



Four Terms
In the last unit, you learned to write

proportions with fraction ratios. Fractions
are made up of terms. What are terms?

Terms are the numerator and the
denominator of the fraction. How many
Wrms does a proportion have?

Right! a proportion has four terms.
Proportions that have percents are always
made-up of these kinds of terms:
I. A denominator that shows an actual

total.
actual total =

2. A numerator that shows the actual parts
of the actual total;

actual parts 36
actual total 48 =

3. A denominator that stands for the whole
amount when it is divided into percents
(100 equal parts).

attual parts
actual total 48 100 whole amount

4. A numerator that shows parts of 100
percent (the whole amount).

actual parts 36 75 parts of percent
actual total 48 = 100 whole amount

Now kw* at this proportion. Which ratio
is eqttivalent to a percent? How can you
tell?

20- jL
= 40

_Right! The first ratio has a denominator
of 100. That tells you it is equivale nt. to a
percent. Now, see if you clan Egure out
which numbers show:
a. the parts of the percent
b. the actual total
c. the actual parts

g -3 pi, -q %pa -s :s.taisisay

Known and Unknown Terms
A percent problem will ask you to find a

total, a part of a total, or a percent. Notice
this: They are all parts of a proportion. You
can use a proportion to solve the problem.

The percent problem will tell you three
terms of the proportion. Those are called
known terms. To solve the problem, you
must find the fourth termthe unknown
term. This is an example of such a problem:

32 is of 48?

Here's how to write the proportion:

1. First write the ratio that has two
known terms.

actual part 32

actual total 48 =

2. Then write a ratio with the other
known term.
The percent sign tells you this: the other
known term is the denominator 100.

actual part 32 _m

actual total 48 = 100 whole amount

3. Write X for the unknown term.
actual part 32 IC part of percent
actual total 48 = 100 whole amount

Now follow the steps above. Write a
proportion for this problem:

15 is 50% of ?

11101 lentos

Uuld !MAD

jt oat ;Lino= slows
si cs wowed Jo tied

Liagusuy

Exercise
Finish writing these proportions.

3 =I. 3 is of 4? 7s Tffi

2. 8 it; 25% of . Ics
3. 50% is _ of 180? 41

= 'e = .g = webtsuy
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Finding the Unknown Term
Suppose you're solving this problem:

$60 is 40% of 9

The problem gives you three terms. The
percent tells you the numerator (40) and
denominator (100) of one ratio. And the
amount ($60) is an actual part of an actual
total. To solve the problem, you must find
the actual total. Here's the proportion you'd
write:

part of percent 40 60 actual part
whole amount 100 X actual total
Follow these steps to find any unknown

term in a proportion.

1. Reduce the terms in the first ratio to
their lowest terms.
You'll find it easier to reduce if you first

drop zeros.

Drop zeros:
part of_percent 40 60 actual part
whole amount 100 = X actual total

Now '4tice:
part of percent
whole amount

actual part
actual total

2. Find the cross product of two lmown
terms.

.1/
part of percent )40 60 actual pad
whole amount .40 x actual total

-4- 5

5 x 60

66

300

3. Divide the cross product by the third
known term.

2-4--
part of percent 40 _ 60 actual part
whole amount 100 = X actual total

ico
217365

4. Replace X with the answer.
You now have the answer to the

unknown term. Replace the X in the
proportion with the answer.

2
part of percent AO 60 actual part
whole amount .1700 actual total

5 150

5. Check your answer.
Check your answer by finding out if

your proportion is true.
2-

part otpercent ,40 60 actual part
whole amount 40 X_ actual total

5 750
Compare cross products:

2 x 150 = 300 6" x 60=300
Or reduce both ratios to lowest terms.

2 z
5

a4ux 6)0
760

-30 = Z
- 30 c 5

Exercise
Find the unknown terms. Then check

your answers by comparing cross products
or reducing.

11. 4 --- 461

2. 1.

3. E =

6 9



Finding a Part of the Total
Sometimes a problem will ask you

questions such as:

What is 60% of $40?

Notice this: The problem gives you three
terms. It gives you the whote amount in
percents (100), the part of the percent (60)
and the actual total ($40). To solve the
problem, you must find an actual part of
the actual total.

These steps show how to solve percent
problems like that:

1. Set up a proportion.
Firgt, write a ratio that is equivalent to

the percent.
Then write a ratio of the actual total

and the unknown term.
part of_percent 60 X actual pad
whole amount 100 -40 actual total

L. Reduce the ratio with known terms.
Drop zeros in the first ratio. Then

reduce the ratio to lowest terms.

part of percent fiff x actual part
whole amount -lei 40 actual total

6

2 = -3
to = 2 5

3. Find the cross product of two known
terms.

part of percent ffis _ X actual part
whole amount 300

_
40 actual total

11t

3 x 40 120

4. Divide the cross product by the third
known term.
What is the answer?

3
part of percent gio X r -tual part
whole amount 100 40 actual total

6

51/20
5. Replace the X with the answer.

3 2*4-
parl of percent ,80 _X actual part
whole amount 100 = 40 actual total

6. Check your answer.
You can check your answer by finding

out if the proportion is true. Is the
propiprtion tru.7.1

tclirt of p:,r.gmt
attount

3- 2#
actual part

40 actual totril

,-(Tipare cross products:
6 x 24 = abd 3 x 40 =
Or reduce both ratios tc lowest tc,Irrns.

and 24 8go 8

'eta! s! uolliodoid alp `o/opieta
0l0XC OL=SX VZ

:Jemmy

Exercise
Solve these problems by using a

proportion. Then check to see if your
proportions are true.
I. Find 25% of 16 gallons of paint.
2. What is 70% of $50?
3. Find 48% of 200 students.
4. Find 90% of 80 votes.
5. What is 75% of 124 miles?
6. What is 80% of $25?
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Finding the Percent
This problem asks you to find a percent.

The problem gives you three terms. One
term is the actual total ($200). A second
term is the actual part ($120). What is the
third term?

Kim gets a check for $200. She USE'S $120
of it to pay a bill. What percent of $200 is
$120?

ie third term is the denominator of the
percentthe whole amount. The word
percent in the problem is the clue that tells
you that.

These steps show how to solve problems
that ask you to find percents:

1. Set up a proportion.
First, write a ratio with the known

terms. Then write a ratio of the whole
amount and the unknown term.

actual part 120 X part of percent
actual total 200 = 100 whole amount

2. If you can, reduce the ratio that has
the known terms.
Drop zeros in the first ratio. Then

reduce the ratio to lowest terms.
3

actual part 121( _ iiX part of percent
actual total 200 100 whole amount

5

20 .L

3. Find the cross product of the two
known terms.

actual part 20 X part of percent
actual total Z00 = 100 whole amount

x IOC = 300

68

4. Divide the cross product hy the third
known terni.

3_
actual_ part 120 X part of percent
actual total 200 = 100 whole amount

_.-

SrA
5. Replace the X with the answer.

3 er2-4-
actual part R0' part of percent
actual total 209 100 whole amount

5.

6. Check your answer.
Check your answer by finding out if the

proportion is true. the proportion true?
3 60

actual part 120 -X- part-of percent
actual total 200 = 100 whole amount

5.

Compare cross products:
3 x 100 = and 5 x 60 = 111
Or reduce hoth ratios to lowest terms:

j -60- 20
5 anu Tffi 20

'orti2 si uoTpodoad aql 'axojaaatu,
00£ 09 x 9 O0000I.XC

Ltantsuy

Exercise
Solve these problems by using a

proportion. Then check to see if your
proportions are true.
1. 14 miles is what percent of 56-miles?
2. What percent of 50 gallons is 8 gallons?
3. $24 is what percent of $80?
4. What percent of 90 people is 45

children?
5. 44 days is what percent of 110 days?
6. What percent of 2,500 votes is 2,000

votes?



Finding the Total Amount
Sometimes a problem asks you to find

an actual total amount. This problem is
an example. What three terms does the
problem give you?

Joe is shooting baskets. He makes 20 of
them. That's 80% of all the ba3kets he
shoots. frow many baskets did he shoot
aftogether?

One term is the actual number of
baskets Joe makes (20). The percent sign
tells you another termthe whole amount
in percents (100). And Ithe number of the
percent tells you the hird termthe part
of the percent (a) .

These step% e wow aow to solve problems
that ask you to i3nt. an actual total.

1. Set up a proportion.
First, write a ratio with the known

terms. What ratio is it?
Then write a ratio of the whol,

and the unknown term. Is the unknown
term a denominator or a numerator?

part of percent 80 20 actual part
whole amount 100 X actual total

2. Reduce the ratio that has the known
terms.
Drop zeros. Then reduce the ratio to

lowest terms.

part of percent gd 20 actual part
whole amount 3 = X actual total

5

8 2 = Lit
tO 2

3; Find the cross product of the two
known terms .

part of percent_ Z 20/ actual part
whole amount _1,06 = 5-C actual totalg

x 20 100

4. Divide the cross product by the third
known term.
What is the answer?

part of percent 80' 20 actual part
whole amount tort X actual total

5

zi (too

5. Replace the X with the answer.

part of percent 80' 20 Actual part
whole amount _led = X actual total

5 25 -4-

6. Check your answer.
Check your answer by finding out if the

proportion is true. Is the proportion true?

part of percent 80 20 actual part
whole amount 300 X actual total

5 25
Compare cross products:
4_ x 25 = _ 5 _X 20 =
Or reduce both ratios to lowest terms.

= and § '5' ;
*awl 8! uotpodoid etn.'exojeletal

OOL0XS 00t -x-tf
LIamsuy

Exercise
Solve these problems by using a

proportion. Then check to see if your
proportions are true.
1. 10% of how much is w
2. 150 miles is 30% of how many miles?
3. 80% of how many pounds is 64 pounds?
4. $45 is 5% of how much money?
5. 186 people is 62% of what total amount?
6. 12% of what amount is $72?
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Unit Review

Chetk YOurseH

1. Read and solve these percent problems
by using a proportion; Find a part of a
total amount
a. What is 30% of $70?

Whatis 90%440 gallons?
O. Find 25% of 124 miles._
d. 30 Nople took a test for a-cashier's

job;_ 80% passed the test. How many
people pasSed?

Firrd What percent a part is of the total
amount
e. What percent of 16 feet is 12 feet?
f. What percent of $120 is $96?_
g. What percent of 12 inches i5_6 inches?
h. Tony and Marc play eight sets of

tennis;_ Tony wins six sets; What
percent of the sets does Tony win?

Find the total amount;
i. 85% of what whole amount is $17?
j. 10% of what whole amount is 21

persons?
It. 45% of what tOtal is 18 points?
L The s:imace class is selling-magazines

to raiv._money for class field trips;
Every student must sell $12 worth of
magazines. That's 4% of the total
amount; How mach is the totpl
amount?

70

2. Choose the right words to complete each
sentence.

known term unknown term
a. When you're solving for an amount,

you'd wfite an X for the
in the proportion.

b. When you write a proportion for a
percent problem, it always has three

Bonus WO&
L Look through newspapers for different

sale ads. Cut one ad out. Make up three
percent problems using the amounts in
the ad. Then give the ad and the
problems to your classmates to solve.

2. Review how to find each of these things.
Choose one of them. Demonstrate to your
class how to find that thing.

s discount
a tip to a waiter or waitress
interest on a savings account
a sales tax
a tax such as social security from a
paycheck

& These students took a math test that had
40 problems. Find out what percent of
the test each student got correct.

Student
Problems Peramt
Correct Correct

Pail 30

Jose 36

Meifing 38

Hans 34

Rase
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Unit 10

Renaming Decimals and Percents

Imagine this:
Your club is having a fund raiser.

You're selling tickett. They cost a half
doltar (or I of a dollar). Someone buys a
ticket from you. She gives you a dollar bill.
You give her 50 cents back (or 50% of 100
cents). You must kev a list of all the
money you take in. So you write wr 50
hundredths) on that list.

.2 is a common fraction. 50% is a
percent. And .50 is a decimal. They a.-e
three different ways to show the same
thing. They are threc different kinds of
fractions.

You can rename each kind of fraction as
the other two kihds of fractions. In other
words, you can rename fractions as
equivalent decimals and ptrcents. You can
rename decimals as equivalent fractions
and percents. And you can rename percents
as equivalent fractions and decimals. You'll
learn how to do that in this unit.

Why do you think you'd need to rename
decimals, percents, or fractions as
equivalents?

One reasm is this: Rometimes it's easier
to find the answer to a problem if you
rename it. For example, look at these two
math problems. They are alike. Each asks
you to subtract the same amount. Which is
easier to subtract?

3 1
2 or .75

Math Word
Look up this word in the glossary.

What does it mean?
simplify
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Percents to Fractions
You already know how to rename

percents as equivalent fractions. You know
that the percent sign (%) stands for the
denominator. And that the numeral of the
percent stands for the numerator. la fact,
you rename percents as equivalent fractions
whenever you write a proportion that has a
percent.

Follow thetire steps when you rename
percents as equivalent fractions:

Problem: 50% =

1. Write 100 as the denominator.
Remember: The percent sign stands for

100 equal parts. So the denominator is
always 100.

=st-
50% = Tips

2. Write the numeral of the percent as
the numerator of the fraction.
Remember: The numeral of a percent is

the same as the numerator of a fraction.
50% =

3. Simplify the fraction if you can.
When you show the equivalent fraction

of a percent, always show it in its simplest
form So, reduce the fraction to its lowest
terms if you can.

50% = =

5 e- 10 lo
WO g 10

So : z
100 ..1!

CiAtd: 507ot
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Now, follow the steps. Rename this
percent as a fraction. Then simplify the
fraction.

80% =
a. What is the denominator before you

simpl 9

b. What is the numerator before you
simpli6r?

c. What is the simplified equivalent
fraction?

.o of., .q 001. 3 :mammy

Exercise
Copy these percents.Then rename them

to equivalent fractions. Reduce fractions to
their simplest terms. 1.7:heck your answers.

1. 85%

2. 60%

3. 12%

4. 48%

5. 10%

6. 1%
7. 35%

8. 25%
9. 3%

10. 75%

'0I sr- '6 + '9
a .9 .g .z sff I :s.zaAssuy
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Decimals to Fractions
Percente are a special kind of fraction.

They only have denominators of 100.
Decimals are also a special kind of fraction.
What kind of denominators do decimals
have?

Eight! Decimals only have denominators
of 10, 100, 1000, and other numbers that
are powers of 10. How can you tell which
denominator a decimal has?

Right again! You tell which denominator
a decimal has by counting its decimal
places.

Here's how to rename decimals as
equivalent fractions:

Problem: .04 =

1. Count decimal places and write the
denominator.
First, write the digit 1 in the

denominator.
N-.04 =

Then count decimal places. Start at the
decimal point and count to the right. Let
each decimal Place stand for one zero. How
many decimal places are in the decimal?

.0 4

1 2
Write the same number of zeros in the

denominator behind the digit.

.04 = 4
ft
12

2. Write the numeral of the decimal as
the numerator of the fraction.
Sometimes a decimal will have zeros

that fill empty decimal places. The zero in
.04 is an example. When you write those
kinds of decimals as fractions, drop zeros
that fill empty decimal places.

.04 = ioO = 4-0

3. Simplify the fraction if you can.
When you show the equivalent fraction

of a decimal, always show its simplest form:
So, reduce the fraction to its lowest terms.

= 21-5.04 =

= = IL
Ago 4. 2 = 50 2
Aci=

100 25

Mid; .0114

Now, follow the steps above; Rename
these decimals as fractions.

1. :5 =
a. What is the denominator before you

simplify?
b; What is the numerator before you

simplify?
c. What is the simplified equivalent

fraction?
1 .3 9 'q 01. '8 :siantsuy

2. .003 =
a. What is the denominator?
b. What is the numerator?
c. Can you simplify the fraction?
d. What is the equivalent fraction?

04-ot .13 ou .3 c .q 0001. .s nuaAtsuy

Exercise
Rename these decimals as equivalent

fractions. If you can, reduce the fractions to
their lowest terms.
1. .9 6. .28
2. .32 7. .112
3. .60 8. .26
4. .825 9. .08
5. .009 10. .8

f. '0I'6 IT 't
1, I -c .g :siamsuv6 CC C 9 6
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Decimals to Percents
Using a Proportion

You know that a decimal can be
renamed as a fraction. It can also be
renamed as a percent. You can use a
proportion to rename a decimal ar a
percent. Here's how.

1. Rename the decimal as a fraction.
.5 = A

2. Set up a proportion.
For the first ratio: Write the equivalent

fraction of the decimal.
=

For the second ratio: Write an
equivalent fractioTof the(_percent.

Tel = IOU

3. Find the unknown term.
First find the cross product of two

known terms. What are those terms?
Trxx x 700 =S00

Then divide the cross pr..luct by the
third known term. What is the term?

-5- iooT5 = 100 /0 ria5
4. Rename the fraction as a percent.

The equivalent fraction has a
denominator of 100. So, you can name it
directly as a percent.

5 10

and: = 4
and: 4110- = 50%

so: .5 = 50%

Exereip_.
Rename these decimals as percents. Use

a proportion to find your answers.
1. .50 3. .003
2. .05 4. .125

%A ? %E' %g %09 :siamsuv
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Using a Short Cut
Here's a quicker way to rename

decimals as equivalent percents;

Prob!ems:
a. .5 b. .015 =

1. Count two decimal places.
Start from the decimal point and count

to the right-Count two decimal places.
a. 5 b. 0 5

1 2 1 2

2. Fill any empty decimal place.
If a decimal has only one digit, the

decimal place behind that digit will be
empty. Write a zero in it.

a. .5 0 b. .0 1 5

3. Move the decimal point.
Move the decimal point so it is behind

the second decimal place.

1 2 1 2

4. Write a percent sign behind the last
digit.
You can drop the decimal point if it iS

behind the last digit. Yor can also drop
zeros that have no value.

a. 5 0 % b. 01. 5 % = 1.5%
Now, follow the steps above and rename

this decimal:
.027 =

a. Where do you mo-e the decimal point?
b. Where do 3 ou write the percent sign?
c. What is the equivalent percent?

%L.z -a pumact .q g pumaq mammy

Exercise
Rename these decimals as equivalent

percents. Then check your answers.
1. .65 3. .019 5. 1.45
2. .4 4. .72 6. .125

c'kTZ 9 %9tr t *2 %EL 17
%61 £ %Off cYcS9 mamsuy
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Peicents to Decimals
Finding by Dividing

You know how to rename a decimal and
a percent as a fraction. And you know how
to rename a detimal tU a percent. Now
you'll learn how to rename a percent as a
decimal. Here's one way to do that:

LProblem: 8% = . ?

1. Rename the percent as a fraction.
8% = -fro = .

2. Divide the numerator by the
denominator.
Notice this: 8 is smaller than 100. NV7,,,t

do you do when you divide a small number
by a large one?

s8% = = .08
So: 8% = .08

Now, rename this percent as an
equivalent decimal.

.08
roofewo

150%
a. Rename the percent as a fraction.

What is the equivalent fraction?
b. What is the denominator of the

fraction?
c. What iS the numerator?
d. To find the equivalent decimal,

divide the numerator by the
denominator. Keep dividing until
your answer comes out evenly. What
is the answer?

g't .p ost .0 ow .ct Di- 11 :siaAtstrvosi

Exercise
Rename these percents as decimals. To

find the answer, divide the numerator by
the denominatm
1. 50% 4. 25% 7. 185%
2. 75% 5. 2% 8. 125%
3. 93%

931. '9 991 'L SO '9 CO' 1
SE' C6' 'C SL"E 9 'T :s.teAteuV

Anothei
Here's a quid' :sr wa t3 rename ,,ercents

as equivalent decin.o!s.

Prot erns:
a; 5% = ;

1. Count two decimal placm.
Start from the decimal point. the

percent has no decimal point, start erAn the
percent Sign. Count to the left. Count two
decimal places.

a. % b. j,. 50
2 places 2 placiaS

2. Move the decimal point.
Move the decimal point so it is in front

of the two decimal places. =

a. .0 5 b. .1 1 5 0
2 places 2 places

_

3. Fill any empty decimal place.
Drop the percent sign. Fill any empty

decimal place. How do you fill it?
a. .0 5 So: 5% = .05

You can also drop zeros that have no
value.

b. .1150 Sa: 11.50% ------- 115
Now, follow the steps above and rename

this decimal:
12.50% = ?

a. Where do you move the decimal
point?

b. What is the equivalent decimal?

Exercise
Rename these percerts as equivalent

decimals. Then check your answers.
1. 5% 4. 6.18% 7. .01%
2. 12% 5. 125% 8. 19.85%
3. 2.8% 6. 15% 9. 90%

8

6' '6 9961.' '9 1.000' 'L Sk' '9 Sal '2
9190' 17 930' 'C 'Z SO :sioAtsuy
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Renaming Fractions as Decimals and Percents
Powers of Ten

You now know this: You can rename a
percent as an equivalelit decimal and an
equivalent common fradion. You can also
rename common fractions as decimals and
percent&

Suppose you are renaming these
fractions: 3 14

10 100 loco

Notice this: The denominators are all
powers of 10. What other kind of fraction
has_ denominators that are powers of 10?

Here's how to rename fractions with
denominators that are powers of ten.

I. Count zeros in the denominator.
First, rename the fi....ction as a decimal.

The zeros in the fraction's denominator tell
you how many decimal places the decimal
will have. Let each zero stand for one
decimal place. How many decimal places
will decimals of tenths have? How many
places will decimals of hundredths have?
How many places will decimals of
thousandths have?

1

3
TO

tt

14
1000

ttt
12 123

2. Write the numerator.
Write a decimal point. Then write the

numerator of the firaction after the deLienal
point. The last digit of the numerator
should fill the last decimal place.

op,= = .emo r000 1114
f ftt

1 12 123

Fill empty decimal places with zeros.

TOW = .014
ft ff

1 12 123
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3. Decide if the answer should be a
decimal or a percent.
The answer you get in the second step is

a decimal. If you need to find the
equivalent percent, simply dc this: Rename
the decimal as a percent. How do you
rename decimals as percents?

io = = 1M. -= 10%
2 places

T6Ei = .03 = 03. = 3%
2 places

141000 = .0 1 4 = 01.4 = 1A4
2 places

Now, follow the steps above. Rename
till:, fraction as a decimal and then as a
percent.3 _

woo =
a. How many decimal places will the

decimal have?
b. What is the equivalent decimal?
c. What is the equivalent percent?

Toe. *3 ENY
sa3eld jetupai, aaup a sianisuy

Exercise
Rename these fractions first as decimals,

then as percents.

?1.

..2_ = fo2. 15gy =

3. 1-0 = . ? = %

5. = ? = %

7.

8. = ? =
9. ? = %

1 -1440. -- . ? %
Answers are in the Teacher's Guide.



Fractions with Other
Denominators

Suppose you're renaming a fraction
whose denominator is not a power of ten.
Here's how to use a proportion to rename it.

Problem: = % =

1. Set up a proporfion.
For the first ratio: Write the fraction.
3
-5- =

For the second ratio: Write the
equivalent fraction of a percent.

3 X= i.
2. Find the unknown tRrm.

First find the cross product of two
known terms. What are those terms?

g iga 3 x 100 = 300

Then divide the cross product by the
third known term. What is that term?

3 _X 69
5 100 5.55-0

3. Rename the equivalent fraction as a
percent.
You now know both terms of the

equivalent fraction; You can rename it as a
percent. Write the numerator with a
percent sign.

3 _4r &
5 = =

.
c.. ,10 S-0: 5 = try nal-

4. Rename the percent as a decimal if
you wish.
You can now find the equivalent

decimal of the fraction. Simply rename the
percent as a decimal. How do you rename
percents as decimals?

rr. 60% = 60; = 60; = ;60
2 places

So:1 60% .60

Renaming Fractions
by Dividing

Here's another way to rename a
fraction: Divide its numerator by its
denominator. The answer you get will be a
decimal. You can then rename that decimal
as a percent.

Problem:

1. Divide the numerator by the
denominator.

.75
4 1576T

2. Rename the decimal as a percent.
.75 = 75- = 75% so: = .75 = 75%

2 places

Sometimes when you rename a fraction,
it won't divide evenly: For example, when
you rename or -9- as a decimal or percent.

,B577
757:300

6 6
*0
35_
.50
41_

io
7
3

Round the decimal and percent of those
fractions to the nearest hundredth:

= about .33 = about 33%
y = about .86 = about 86%

Exercise
Use a proportion. Rename the fractions

first as decimals and then as percents.
2 2 1

1. -6 2. 3. 4. -f
Rename these fractions first as decimals

and then as percents. Divide their
numerators by their denominators.
5. i 36. 5

37. xi 8. -1

0
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Renaming Mixed Amounts
Changing to Mixed Nuinbers

Sometimes you must rename decimals or
percents that are greater than a whole
amount. You must rename them as trii.:zd
numbers.

1.75 and 150% are examples of those
kinds of amounts. To rename those
amounts, do this: Change the froction only.

Decimals to Mixed Numbers

Problem:
Rename 1.75 as a mixed number.

1. First, write the whole number.
1.75 = 1T.-

2. Then rename the decimal fraction as
a common fraction._

1.75 = 14-0

3. Reduce the fraction to its lowest
terms. 3

1.75 = 1 A25-

Percents to Mixed Numbers

[-Rename 150% as a mixed number.
Problem:

1. Rename the percent as a decima :
150% = 150. = 1.50

2 places

2. Write the whole number:
150 = 1.50 = 11

3. Rename the decimal fraction as a
common fraction.
1.50 =

4. Next, reduce the fraction to its lowest
terms. What's the answer?
150% = 1.50 = = 1111

°MS t
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Changing to Decimals and Percents
Suppose you must rename a mixed

number as a decimal or percent. First,
write the whole number. Next, rename the
fraction as a decimal. You can then rename

decimal as a percent if you wish.

Problem: ?

1. Witte the whole number.
Write the whole number with a decimal
point.

= 1.
2. Rename the fraction as a decimal.

= 1.2 517:
. 2
F.

3. Rename the decimal as a percent, if
you wish.

= 1.2 = 120%

1;2 = 1.2111, = 120. = 120%

The fraction in the mixed number below
will not divide evenly. How would you
rename the mixed number as a decimal? As
a percent?

-,-= ?

%Cet Idoqe = eel Inoqe :-.Talusuv

Exercise
1. Rename these as mixed numbers.

a. 12.3 b. 45.12 c. 125% d. 285%
2. Rename these as decimals and percents.

a. 31 ? = %

b. 5 = . ? =
c, = = %

d. 34. = ? = %

Answers are in the Teacher's Guide.



Unit Review

Check Yourself
1. Rename these amounts as equivalent

decimals.
3a.

b.

c.

d. 2

e. 16%
E 4%
g. 12%
h. .62%

2. Rename these amounts as equivalent
fractions. Show the fractions in their
simplest terms.
a. .05 e. 50%
b. .625 f. 88%
c. g. 15%
d. 1.5 h. 4%

3. Rename these amounts as equivalent
percents.

a. .03 e. A
b. .6 f. 121-

d. .045 h.
4. Rename these decimals and percents as

mixed numbers.
a. 2.5
b. 3.75
c. 8.1
d. 4.62

6. 105%
f. 330%
g. 212%
h. 186%

5. Rename these mixed numbers as
decimals and percents.

3 3a. 23- d. 47'-
1b. 51

5C. 3Ti f. 6

6. Choose the right word to complete each
sentence.
equivalents powers of 10
numeral simplify
a. When you change a percent to a

fraction, put the in the
numerator's place.

b. When you _ a fraction, you
show its lowest thrms.

c. Decimal fractions all have
denominators that are

d. A fraction, a decimal, and a percent
that show the same amount are called

Bonus Work
I. Complete this table.

8 2

Fraction Decimal Percent
+a.

b.

c. -ro

d.
-

45%

e. .16

E 8%
2g. 3

11. . 4

i. 100%
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Glossary

cross pro duct The answer you get 41Then you
multiply the numerator of the first ratio
with the_denominator of_the second ratio in
a proportion; In this proportion; 4 and 6 are
cross products.

= 1 x 4 = 4
2 X 3 6

dec i mai A fraction that has _a denominator:
that iS 10 or a power of 10. For example, .2,
.874 and .315 are decimals.

dec i mal pla ces Places at the right of the
decimal point. The number of decimal places
showathe denominators of decimal

: fraction&
de nom i na_tor The total number af equal

partra whole amount is divided into.
di git The numbers 1_, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and

0. Digits are used ta show amounts. For
example, in the i umber 12, (twelve), 1 (one)
and 2 (two) are digits.

di vi dend The number you divide in a
division problem. In this problem; 6 is the
dividend:

or 6 2
di vi sor The number you divide by in

division problem. In this problem, 2 ae
divisor:

2 F. or 6 2
e quiv a lent ra tios Two ratios that a

equal. For example, =
fac tor One of the numbers you multiply in a

multiplication problem. In this problem; 2
and 3 are factom

2 x 3 = 6
known terms The terms that are given in a

proportion. For example, the known terms
in this proportion are 16,48, and 100:_iiiii__ =

like decimals Decimals that have the same
number of decimal places. For example, .02
and .96 are like decimals.

line_up To write numbers in a column with
certain part& of each number right above
each other; Foriexample; decimals can be
lined up by their decimal points,

low est terms The numerator and
denominator of_a fraction that cannot be
reduced. is a fraction at its lowest terms.

nu mer al A number.

0

80

nu mQr a tor The number of equal part:9 that
are counted out of a total of equal parts. 2 is
the numerator of .2 and fly.i

one hun dred per cent A whole amount.
per cent A part of 100 equal parts. For

example, 3C; ::,ercent (38%) is IS or 38 parts
out of 100 pa, ts.

place The exact spot or place a digit is shown
in a number; For example, in the number
.24i the digit 4 is two places right of the
decimal point.

place val ue The amount a place stands far.
The place can be right or left of a decimal
point For example, in the decimal 42, the
first place right of the decimal_pointatands
for tenths;_Sa4 has a place value of tenths.

pow er The number of times a number is
multiplied by itself. A powerof 10_may be
10 x 10 (100), 10 x 10 x 10 (1,000), and
so on.

pro duet The answer to a multiplication
problem.

pro por tton A-way of_showing_two ratios
that equal each other; For example:

quo tient The answerto &division problem.
To ti o A way_of comparing two numbers; 1

out of 2, and 1 : 2 are all ways of showing
the sa-Ae ratio;

re duce To make smaller.
re mainider The amount left over when a

problem does not divide evenly.
re name To change a_number to another

number without_changing its value. For_
example, .5 can be renamed as .50, and
can be renamed as

round To f:horten a decimal to a certain
decimal place. For instance, you can round
;876 to :88the _huildreeths place.

sim ph fy Reduce a fraction to its lowest
terms;

un known term The term in a proportion
that is missing. For example, the numerator
of the second ratio is the unknown term in
this proportion.

un like dec i mals Decimals that do not have
the same number of decimal places. For
example, .3 and .33 are unlike decimals;
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